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“Se vuol ballare, Signor Contino? – If you would dance, my little Count?” 
This is what Figaro asks, somewhat belligerently, in his famous cavatina 
from Mozart’s opera The Marriage of Figaro. Written a mere three years 
before the French Revolution, the aria conveys Figaro’s intent to foil Count 
Almaviva’s womanizing. But at the same time it can also be read as a thinly 
veiled political attack on the power-wielding nobility of the time. 
The song is sung by Figaro upon discovering the Count’s ploys to exerci-
ze his recently reasserted feudal right of ius primae noctis, i.e., to spend a 
night with Figaro’s bride Susanna before the consummation of the couple’s 
marriage.

I am relieved to assure you that none of this is happening at the 2013 Jo-
hannesburg International Mozart Festival – but there will still be a lot of 
dancing! 
The fi fth edition of the JIMF will put its best foot forward as we have de-
vised an exciting and varied programme, ranging from Bach’s instrumental 
solo suites which are, in fact, compilations of stylized dances, via Vienne-
se waltzes, Romantic contributions from Schumann (Davidsbündlertänze), Brahms (Hungarian Dances) and Saint-
Saëns (Danse macabre), as well as a fi ery Flamenco-inspired guitar recital to a number of choreography concerts, 
involving musicians and dancers on stage. I am particularly looking forward to the new JIMF commission by this 
year’s Composer-in-Residence, Bongani Ndodana-Breen. His work promises to be an African pas de deux for pia-
no and orchestra. Last, but not least, we will be exploring choreographies of sound in a workshop on the last day 
of the Festival, experiencing some avantgarde experiments through electroacoustic manipulation. I am convinced 
Mozart would have been at the forefront of this – if they’d only had electricity back in those days…

Nearly 50 performers and ensembles will appear in concert between 27 January, Mozart’s birthday, and 10 Febru-
ary, with at least one event taking place every day. Once again, the activities are spread across Johannesburg. Our 
various popular venues – the Linder Auditorium, Northwards House, Villa Arcadia, University of Johannesburg and 
the Bioscope – will be given a leg up by our new locations: King Kong, “The Fringe” at the Johannesburg Theatre, 
the Wits Art Museum and St. Columba’s Church. My sincere thanks go out to our new partners as well as to all our 
sponsors. The diversity of venues refl ects the many creative intersections of the 2013 programme.

One of the special highlights is the visit from Sir Roger Norrington and the Zurich Chamber Orchestra who are 
teaming up with the young musicians of the South African National Youth Orchestra for our opening concert. 
Their collaboration vividly articulates the Festival’s emphasis on including and developing educational initiatives 
for South Africa’s young talents. Perhaps the most signifi cant JIMF achievement in this area thus far is our new 
scholarship scheme for young South African singers. Following last year’s one-week vocal masterclass the Festival 
endowed three scholarships. Sopranos Andiswa Makana and Nombuso Ndlandla and tenor Siyabonga Maqungo 
have been chosen to embark on a fully funded one-year programme of studies a the Musikhochschule in Cologne, 
Germany, this autumn.

Translating Mozart’s creative spirit and constantly initiating new ideas, the Johannesburg International Mozart 
Festival continues to make a truly important contribution, “join”-ing together – as our logo and website name point 
out – all those who come together in their passion for music.

I look forward to seeing you at this year’s Festival. May I wish you a series of inspiring concerts and encounters!

DEAR FRIENDS OF THE JOHANNESBURG INTERNATIONAL  
MOZART FESTIVAL,

Florian Uhlig 

Artistic Director 
Johannesburg International Mozart Festival
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THE FESTIVAL AT A GLANCE
JOHANNESBURG INTERNATIONAL MOZART FESTIVAL
27 JANUARY – 10 FEBRUARY 2013

19 & 20 January 2013 
PRE-FESTIVAL CONCERTS – VIENNESE NEW YEAR‘S CONCERTS
Linder Auditorium | 7.30 p.m. (19 January) & 3.00 p.m. (20 January)
Nozuko Teto (soprano), Siyabonga Maqungo (tenor), SA Mzansi Ballet Dancers, Johannesburg Festival 
Orchestra, Richard Cock (conductor)
Supported by the Johannesburg Festival Orchestra and Paul Rodgers

Sunday, 27 January 2013 | OPENING SYMPHONY CONCERT 
Linder Auditorium | 3.00 p.m.
Mozart Divertimento in D major K 136 
 Clarinet Concerto in A major K 622
Müller  Labyrinth (2005)
Beethoven Symphony No. 5 in C minor Op.67
Robert Pickup (clarinet), Zurich Chamber Orchestra, South African National Youth Orchestra, Sir Roger 
Norrington (conductor)
Supported by Pro Helvetia, in cooperation with the South African National Youth Orchestra

Monday, 28 January 2013 | PIANO RECITAL 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.
Bach French Suite No. 3 in B minor BWV 814 
von Webern Variations Op.27 
Ressi Suite for Piano (2011)
Bach French Suite No. 4 in E fl at major BWV 815 
Ehrenfellner New commission for piano solo
Bach French Overture in B minor BWV 831 
Cornelia Herrmann (piano)
Supported by the Austrian Embassy

Tuesday, 29 January 2013 | CHORAL CONCERT 
St. Columba‘s Church | 7.30 p.m.
"Shining Night - A man, an island, and music that moves the world" A portrait of the composer Morten Lauridsen
Film screening "Shining Night" 
Lauridsen Lux Aeterna for choir and organ
 Dirait-on for choir and piano 
 Sure on this Shining Night for choir and piano
Chanticleer Singers, Chamber Singers, Kevin Kraak (organ/piano), Nicol Matt (conductor)
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Wednesday, 30 January 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY CONCERT 
"The Fringe", Johannesburg Theatre | 8.00 p.m.
Bach Solo cello suites embedded in free improvisations, accompanied by a dance choreography
Erich Oskar Huetter (cello) and Tanima (dance) 
Supported by the Austrian Embassy, in cooperation with MIAGI

Thursday, 31 January 2013 | SONG RECITAL 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.
Brahms  Liebesliederwalzer Op.52 
 Hungarian Dances Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 6 from volume 1 for piano four hands 
Schumann Nos. 1-7 from Ballszenen Op.109 for piano four hands 
 Spanische Liebeslieder Op.138 for four singers and piano four hands
Nombuso Ndlandla (soprano), Andiswa Makana (mezzo-soprano), Christoph Genz (tenor), Reiner Schneider-
Waterberg (baritone), Cornelia Herrmann (piano) and Florian Uhlig (piano)
Supported by the Austrian Embassy

Thursday, 31 January 2013 | MASTERCLASS FOR CHOIRMASTERS 
Choir Room, University of Johannesburg | 7.30 p.m.
Works by Ola Gjeilo 
Chanticleer Singers, Nicol Matt (conductor)

Friday, 1 February 2013 | SCHOOL WORKSHOP
Parktown School for Girls | 8.00 a.m.
Bongani Ndodana-Breen (Composer-in-Residence, JIMF 2013) talks about his new piece and his work as 
a composer in general

Friday, 1 February 2013 | GUITAR RECITAL 
Villa Arcadia | 7.30 p.m.
Works inspired by dance, in particular, the Spanish dance form of Flamenco, including music by Rodrigo, 
Albéniz, Malats and Tárrega. James Grace (guitar)

Saturday, 2 February 2013 | SYMPHONY CONCERT 
Linder Auditorium | 7.30 p.m.
Saint-Saëns  Danse macabre
Ndodana-Breen Piano Concerto (new JIMF commission, fi rst performance)
Beethoven Symphony No. 7 in A major Op.92
Florian Uhlig (piano), Johannesburg Festival Orchestra, Richard Cock (conductor)
Supported by the Johannesburg Festival Orchestra and Paul Rodgers, as well as the Institut Français South Africa

Sunday, 3 February 2013 | ORCHESTRA FROM SCRATCH 
Scott Gym, Wits Education Campus, St. Andrews Road, Parktown | Rehearsal 11.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m. and concert 
3.00 p.m. - 4.30 p.m.
An orchestral experience for any and all musicians! 
Works by Schubert, Sousa, Coates, Rodgers & Hammerstein and others. Richard Cock (conductor)
Supported by Corobrik

Sunday, 3 February 2013 | LITERATURE EVENT 
Villa Arcadia | 5.00 p.m.
Violinist Ruth Waterman introduces the world of her book “When Swan Lake Comes to Sarajevo” (Observer’s 
Book of the Year 2012) through photographs, recordings, live music and readings
In cooperation with the British Council
FREE ADMISSION
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Monday, 4 February 2013 | EDUCATION CONCERT
Mamelodi High School | 9.30 a.m.
Johannesburg Festival Orchestra, Richard Cock (conductor)
 

Monday, 4 February 2013 | EXPLORATION CONCERT 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.
Bach Partita No. 3 in E major BWV 1006 
Ruth Waterman (violin) explores and performs aspects of dance in this masterpiece for solo violin

Tuesday, 5 February 2013 | CINEMA IMPROVISANDO 
The Bioscope | 7.30 p.m.
Live improvisation on silent movie
Paul Hanmer (piano)

Wednesday, 6 February 2013 | PIANO RECITAL 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.
Robert Schumann Kinderszenen Op.15
Claude Debussy Children's corner
 Images I
 L‘Isle joyeuse
Robert Schumann Davidsbündlertänze Op.6
Eric Le Sage (piano) 
Supported by the Institut Français South Africa

Thursday, 7 February 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY CONCERT 
Wits Art Museum | 7.30 p.m.
"MOVING MOZART"
Mamela Nyamza (dance), Kirsty Ndawo (dance), Andreas Kern (piano)
W.A. Mozart, Helmut Lachenmann, György Ligeti, Andreas Kern, Moritz Eggert

Friday, 8 February 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY CONCERT 
Wits Art Museum | 7.30 p.m.
"FANTASIA"
Duo FourIVTwo (percussion duo), Thabo Rapoo (dance), Tshwane Dance Theatre
The rhythmic force of percussion repertoire meets dance 

Saturday, 9 February 2013 | CHAMBER ORCHESTRA CONCERT 
Villa Arcadia | 7.30 p.m.
Buskaid Soweto String Ensemble, Rosemary Nalden (conductor)
From the baroque dance music of Rameau and Purcell to Brahms' most evocative Liebeslieder waltzes, Latin 
American vibe, Kwela and Afro-pop.

Sunday, 10 February 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY OF SOUND 
King Kong | 1.00 p.m. – 6.00 p.m.
Presented in cooperation with the Goethe Institut in Johannesburg and led by Carlo Mombelli, this is a follow-
up event on last year‘s Improvisation Weekend. A series of avantgarde performances, workshops and open 
panel discussions explores sound permutations and experiments through techniques like improvisation, electro-
acoustic manipulation, soundscaping etc.
FREE ADMISSION
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For reservations and more information contact us any time on 011 395 9000 
For charter quotes and bookings contact Gillian on gillian@bateleurcharter.co.za 

or Adrie on adri.prinsloo@fedair.com
A/H hours: 083 611 2766

For shuttle bookings and information contact our reservations department on shuttle@fedair.com

For all online bookings visit www.fedair.com

Whether you are travelling for business or pleasure Federal Air will get you there in absolute comfort and 
style. With Federal Air, every guest is special, every flight first class, and every journey memorable!

Flying You To Great  
Places Everyday

Luxurious private charter fleet

Daily shuttle flights to private game lodges

Exclusive private departure lounge

Bateleur Air Charter operated by Federal Air flies to the most beautiful and remote parts of Africa. Going on 
a luxury safari? Travelling to an idyllic beach paradise? We provide a seamless travel experience, unparalleled 
anywhere in the world.
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COMPOSER-IN-RESIDENCE 
BONGANI NDODANA-BREEN

The composer Bongani Ndodana-Breen has written a 
wide range of music encompassing symphonic work, 
opera, chamber music and vocal music. According to 
The New York Times his “delicately made music - airy, 
spacious, terribly complex but never convoluted - has 
a lot to teach the Western wizards of metric modula-
tion and layered rhythms about grace and balance.”

Performers around the world have performed his 
music, including the Belgian National Orchestra, In-
dianapolis Chamber Orchestra, Vancouver Opera Or-
chestra, Symphony Nova Scotia, KwaZulu Natal Phil-

harmonic, New York City’s Vox Vocal Ensemble, MusicaNoir, Chicago’s 
Cube Ensemble and Ossia.

Ndodana-Breen has received commissions from Wigmore Hall, Vancou-
ver Recital Society, Madam Walker Theatre Indianapolis, SAMRO, UNISA 
International String Competition and the Emancipation Festival of Trini-
dad & Tobago. Recent commissions include works for the Hong Kong 
Chinese Orchestra, Hong Kong Arts Festival and the Haydn Festival Ei-
senstadt for Haydn's 200th anniversary.

He is the composer of Winnie, The Opera, which premiered to great ac-
claim in 2011 at the State Theatre in Pretoria with the KwaZulu Natal Phil-
harmonic. On this premiere Die Beeld of Pretoria wrote “Bongani Ndo-
dana-Breen is a composer of stature. This is confi rmed by the outstanding 
portraiture of Winnie”. Past opera projects include the children’s cham-
ber opera Themba & Seliba (commissioned 1996 by the Grahamstown 
Foundation for Co-Opera), the chamber monodrama Umuntu –Threnody 
(commissioned 1999 by the National Arts Council for Linda Bukhosini) 
and the short opera Hani which premiered at the Baxter Theatre in Cape 
Town in September 2010. Opera projects for 2012 include a new opera 
with novelist Brent Meersman. Some recordings are available on the Na-
xos Capriccio label and MSR Classics.

Ndodana-Breen was awarded the Standard Bank Young Artist Award for 
Music in 1998 and selected as one of the Mail & Guardian 200 Young 
South Africans of 2011. He was director of the Canadian new music orga-
nization Ensemble Noir from 1999-2005, touring to Ghana, Nigeria and 
South Africa.  According to Canada’s The Globe and Mail “he seems to 
be just as interested in giving pleasure as in opening people’s minds… 
which makes him doubly a novelty on the Toronto New Music scene” 
(Globe and Mail, Nov 2001).

We are privileged to welcome Bongani Ndodana-Breen as our 2013 Composer-in-Resi-
dence. He has been commissioned by the Johannesburg International Mozart Festival  
to compose a new piano concerto for the symphony concert on 2 February. His name 
will be appearing in a number of contexts: as a composer, as a pedagogue and as a 
speaker, as well as a contributor of programme notes.
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WORKS BY 
BONGANI NDODANA-BREEN

Opera
• Themba & Seliba, children’s opera
 (Libretto by Gwyneth Lloyd. Premiere by Co-Opera 
 at Monument Theatre in Grahamstown, 1996 & Na-
 tional Arts Festival Grahamstown, 1997).
•  Uhambo, opera-oratorio (1998)
 (Based on Guy Butler’s “Pilgrimage to Dias Cross. 
 Premiere by Cape Town Opera conducted by the 
 composer at Monument Theatre, National Arts 
 Festival Grahamstown, 1998).
• Umuntu, Threnody & Dances (soprano, 4 celli, 
 percussion, 2000)
 (Libretto by the Composer. Premiere by Linda Buk-
 hosini, Durban, 2000. Music Director: Juan Burgess).
• Hani, short opera (2010)
 (Libretto by Mfundi Vundla. Premiere at Baxter The-
 atre in Cape Town, 2010, Director Marcus Desando, 
 Cape Town Opera, University of Cape Town Opera 
 School, Cape Philharmonic/Khamal Khan).
• Winnie, the Opera (2011)
 (Libretto by Mfundi Vundla & Warren Wilensky. Pre-
 miere at the Pretoria State Theatre, 2011. Director 
 Shirley-Jo Finney. KwaZulu Natal Philharmonic/Jo-
 nas Alber).
 
Orchestra
• African Kaddish (1998) Commissioned by SAMRO
• Vela Zulu 1999 (large choir, chorus, soloists)
 Commissioned by the Play House Company
• Zulu Gazing At the Rising Sun (Chinese orchestra) 
 (2008, Premiere Hong Kong Arts Festival, HK Chine-
 se Orchestra/Yan)
• Symphony No 1 (under revision) (1996)
 (Premiere Cape Phil, National Arts Festival, 1998)
• Umuntu wa Bantu Symphony No 2 (under revision) 
 (Premiere Indianapolis Chamber Orchestra, Stanley 
 de Rusha, 1997)
• Episodes (Ballet) (1996)
 Commissioned by Artscape & Cape Town City 
 Ballet. 
 
Choral
• Laudate Dominum (SATB & organ or accordion) (2006)
• There is no rose (SSAATTBB) (1995)
• Sharpville Gloria
• Lamentations (SSAATTBB) 
• Natural Born Fantasia (SATB)
• Set me as a Seal (SATB & organ)
• How Do I Love Thee (SATB & organ) 
 
Ensembles
• Orphan Boy (Dance music: 2 celli, clarinet, viola)
• Hintsa’s Dances (fl ute, viola, harp, 2 marimbas/percussion)

• Lalelani (fl ute, viola, harp, 2 marimbas)
• Mthi’mkhulu Sons of the Great Tree (fl ute, clarinet, 
 2 violins, viola, 2 celli, marimba / percussion)
• Rainmaking in Memoriam Queen Modjadi (fl ute, 
 viola, harp, marimba, perc)
• Orange Clouds (sop, ten, bar; oboe, clar, viola, 
 2 celli, visual projection)
 
Chamber Music
• Intlanzi Yase Mzantsi (piano quintet)
• Safi ka: Three Tales on African Migration (piano quin-
 tet)
• Apologia At Umzimvubu (string quartet OR trio of 
 fl ute, violin, cello)
• Rituals for Forgotten Faces 4a & 4b (string quartet)
• Miniatures on Motherhood (string quartet, soprano 
 solo)
• Two Nguni Dances (Inyanga, Intsomi) (piano trio)
• Ceremonies & Tongues (piano trio)
• Inkabi Yakuthi (piano trio: piano, vc, fl ute)
• Harvestmoon Eclogue (violin & piano)
• Casting of Bones (violin & piano)
• Jozi Dreamtime (cello & piano)
• Ngobusuku (intermediate cello & piano)
• C’est Tres Noir - an African piano duet
• Emakhaya (parts 1 & 2) (fl ute & piano) (transcriptions 
 for oboe / recorder)
 
Solo
• But There Went Up a Mist Watering the Face of the 
 Ground (organ solo)
• Visions 1 & 2, solo fl  (African Music Publishers, 2008 
 ASIN: B0018G9GX2)
• Flowers in Sand, pno (OUP 978-0-19-387002-4) 
• Rituals For Forgotten Faces (piano 1, 2 & 3)
• Lives in Letter Beads (piano) 
 
Vocal Music
• The Year of the Famine (baritone, piano)
• Three Haikus of Raizan (soprano, piano)
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SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME WITH THE HOCHSCHULE FÜR MUSIK 
UND TANZ COLOGNE, GERMANY

The Johannesburg International Mozart Festival is delighted and proud to announce a new partnership with the 
prestigious Hochschule für Musik und Tanz in Cologne, Germany. The collaboration began during JIMF 2012, 
when Professor Josef Protschka directed a one-week vocal masterclass for young South African singers. Even-
tually, three outstanding talents were chosen from the participants - sopranos Nombuso Ndlandla and Andiswa 
Makana and tenor Siyabonga Maqungo. The JIMF raised suffi cient funds in Germany for the three scholars to 
embark on a fully funded one-year programme of studies at the Music University in Cologne. 

Before these young singers are off to Europe later this year, they will showcase their impressive talent during the 
coming two festival weeks. Nombuso and Andiswa will appear in a song recital with the renowned tenor Chris-
toph Genz and baritone Reiner Schneider-Waterberg and the pianists Cornelia Herrmann and Florian Uhlig at 
Northwards House on 31 January, whereas Siyabonga will be featured in the Pre-Festival Concerts at the Linder 
Auditorium on 19 and 20 January.

Nombuso Ndlandla Andiswa Makana

Siyabonga Maqungo

Both the Johannesburg International Mozart Festival and the Hochschule für Musik und Tanz Cologne are 
committed to turn this venture into a long-term cooperation. However, for this to happen, other amazing 
young South African talents need YOU and YOUR support! To make a donation please contact the Apollo 
Music Trust on T: +27 (0)11 447 9264 or info@join-mozart-festival.org. 
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The Hochschule für Musik und Tanz Cologne is one of the world’s foremost performing arts schools and one 
of the largest music institutions for higher education in Europe with its three campuses in Cologne, Wuppertal, 
and Aachen. 

In 1927, as one of the fi rst academic institutions for music in Germany, the University was honoured with the 
title of “Hochschule” (institution of higher education). This distinction followed the decision to abandon traditi-
onal academic programmes, which focused solely on soloist performance offered at conservatories, to instead 
embrace a more global goal by introducing the “music education” programme: artistically and pedagogically 
educating musicians to be as multifaceted as possible. 

Even today, this aim of versatility remains the foundation for the Hochschule für Musik und Tanz Köln’s forward-
looking image. The University is committed to providing students from around the world with a comprehensive 
education and a high level of professional skills.

The University’s three campuses help distinguish the University in a special way. The Aachen campus substan-
tially contributes to the Opera/Musical Theatre master’s programme by collaborating with the Theater Aachen 
and the recently established musical theatre chair through the Rheinische Opernakademie. The Wuppertal cam-
pus is planning a broad expansion of its specializations in the music education programmes, noteworthy for their 
extensive networks of partners in the fi eld of music education and for its many fi elds of specializations, e.g., the 
only mandolin chair in Europe. Of the three campuses, the Cologne campus boasts the most comprehensive and 
extensive course offerings in the arts, education, and academics.

www.hfmt-koeln.de

HOCHSCHULE FÜR MUSIK UND TANZ COLOGNE, GERMANY

Cologne Campus Wuppertal Campus Aachen Campus
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THE FESTIVAL IN DETAIL

This performance recreates the atmosphere of the an-
nual concert given in Vienna to celebrate the arrival 
of the New Year. Music by the Strauss family, Lehar 
and Kreisler will be played, including the famous Blue 
Danube Waltz, Kaiserwalzer and Radetzky March, 
amongst many other well-known pieces. Songs cele-
brating Vienna will be sung by two of South Africa’s 
most promising young singers, Nozuko Teto and Si-

yabonga Maqungo. These include Vienna, City of my 
Dreams and Meine Lippen, sie küssen so heiß, as well 
as the famous Drinking Song, Libiamo, by Verdi whose 
200th anniversary is being celebrated this year.

Supported by the Johannesburg Festival Orchestra 
and Paul Rodgers

Saturday, 19 February 2013 | PRE-FESTIVAL CONCERT 
Linder Auditorium | 7.30 p.m.

Sunday, 20 February 2013 | PRE-FESTIVAL CONCERT 
Linder Auditorium | 3.00 p.m.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart  (1756-1791)
• Divertimento in D major K 136 
 • Allegro
 • Andante
 • Presto

• Clarinet Concerto in A major K 622
 • Allegro
 • Adagio
 • Rondo: Allegro

INTERVAL

Fabian Müller  (*1964)
• Labyrinth (2005)

Sunday, 27 January 2013 | OPENING SYMPHONY CONCERT 
Linder Auditorium | 3.00 p.m.

Ludwig van Beethoven  (1770-1827)
• Symphony No. 5 in C minor Op.67
 • Allegro con brio
 • Andante con moto
 • Scherzo. Allegro
 • Allegro

Robert Pickup, clarinet
Zurich Chamber Orchestra
South African National Youth Orchestra
Sir Roger Norrington, conductor

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s D major Divertimento 
was composed in Salzburg in late 1771 or early 1772. 
The composer was in his mid-teens and had spent 
some time studying and performing in Italy, which is 
evident from the rhythmic energy and some of the 
musical shapes that resemble contemporary Italian 
sinfonias and similar works. The cheerful mood of the 
Divertimento’s fi rst movement comes from the upper 
strings nonchalantly dancing over repeated notes in 
the bass. The musical structure and substance are sim-
ple and short, but the overall buoyancy is emotively 
coloured in the middle of the movement by brief 
harmonic excursions. The slow movement, Andante, 
demonstrates not only Mozart’s early lyrical charm but 
his ear for exquisite textures. Mozart took from opera 

Nozuko Teto, soprano
Siyabonga Maqungo, tenor
SA Mzansi Ballet Dancers
Johannesburg Festival Orchestra

his love of wide, expressive leaps, but added to this 
a more active viola part. The fi nale bursts upon the 
scene straight from comic opera. Like in the fi rst mo-
vement, the overall exuberance is coloured by detours 
to minor keys. If the music could not be danced, at 
least one can hardly resist tapping one’s foot.

Mozart’s Divertimento comes from an early period 
while his Clarinet Concerto was composed towards 
the end of his life. When he moved to Vienna Mo-
zart encountered a rich tradition of compositions for 
wind instruments. The most prominent wind players 
were those attached to Joseph II’s court, the impe-
rial Harmonie (as they were called), amongst whom 
was the clarinettist Anton Stadler. It was for him and 

Richard Cock

"VIENNESE NEW YEAR'S CONCERTS"
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his new instrument, the basset clarinet, that Mozart 
composed this concerto in 1791. It was premiered by 
Stadler in October 1791, only a few weeks before Mo-
zart’ death. The overall structures of the work follow 
fairly predictable courses, but the articulation of these 
is what makes a late work of Mozart so different from 
an early one. A most notable feature is Mozart’s use of 
counterpoint, not so much formal fugues or canons, 
but the playful sharing of a musical idea between two 
instruments or its brief imitation between participants 
like a conversation. A good example is heard short-

was composed in the summer of 2004. The work de-
picts the motivic and harmonic movement towards an 
imaginary centre and back to the beginning – similar 
to the path of human destiny. The main motif, pre-
sented in the fi rst violins at the beginning, appears in 
different characters and moods – at times dramatic, 
then again quietly undulating – and represents the ups 
and downs of human existence.

So familiar is Ludwig van Beethoven’s 5th Symphony 
today that it is hard to imagine quite what a shock it 
must have been when it was heard for the fi rst time on 
22 December 1808 at a benefi t concert for Beethoven 
in the Theater an der Wien. The work opens with its 
famous four notes: three repeated Gs and an E fl at. It 
is not a melody but an idea that is full of potential. It 
saturates the work, not necessarily as a melodic frag-
ment but more often as a rhythm of three short notes 
and a longer one, or even more pared to its essentials 
from a weak beat (the three short notes) to a strong 
one. Beethoven was fascinated by how much he could 
extract from the possibilities of the idea, particularly 
one that seems so simple at its opening. The motif is 
explored most obviously in the fi rst movement, which 
after its explosive beginning is repeated and then 
used as the material for the following episode, where 
the rhythmic accentuation changes give the music a 
powerful energy and vitality. Even when the second 
idea arrives the opening idea is never completely ab-
sent, quietly being recalled by the timpani beneath 
the new lyrical theme. The slow movement opens with 
some seductive lyricism and is quickly transformed 
into a kind of grand procession. Loosely constructed 
as a double set of variations, the fi rst idea is heard in 
the violas and cellos at the beginning and the second 
theme is presented by the clarinets and bassoons. 
As the movement continues, the distinction of the 
themes becomes blurred as the development of the 
ideas unfolds and they overlap with each other. The 
Scherzo is one of Beethoven’s most enigmatic. Instead 
of beginning with a loud pronouncement of a main 
theme, it starts off with a surreptitious arpeggio in the 
bass as though this was a prelude to the main body of 
the piece. Thereafter the movement develops into an 
alternation between the shiftiness of the opening idea 
and the brazenness of the second. The Trio then inter-

Sir Roger Norrington

ly after the opening of the fi rst movement when the 
main idea is initially presented by the second violins, 
quickly followed by the cellos and violas and fi nally 
by the fi rst violins. The clarinet part features wide le-
aps and rapid scales throughout the themes and fi -
gurations of all three movements. Mozart frequently 
lets the clarinet decorate a simple presentation of an 
idea by encircling it with all the instrument’s favouri-
te embellishments, frolicking between the notes of 
the main melody. But the clarinet can also resemble 
a human voice in its lyricism and pathos, and Mozart 
often uses this colour when moving to minor keys. The 
slow movement opens with the clarinet playing one 
of Mozart’s most serene themes. It is a close relative 
of “Dove sono” from Le Nozze di Figaro. The ope-
ning melody almost moves like a slow minuet. In the 
fi nale, the clarinet leads off with a simple idea that is 
suggestive of what is to come; scales, arpeggios and 
sometimes quieter lyrical departures are part of the 
web and weave of this glorious movement.

Fabian Müller was born in Zurich in 1964. He is one 
of today’s leading Swiss composers though he initi-
ally trained as a cellist. For several years he attended 
courses at the Aspen Music Festival in Colorado, USA. 
Apart from composing, Müller is the director of the 
Lenzburgiade Festival in Switzerland and has a passi-
onate interest in folk music, publishing between 1991 
and 2002 a ten-volume collection of 19th-century folk 
music. His ten-minute Labyrinth for string orchestra South African National Youth Orchestra
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Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
• French Suite No. 3 in B minor BWV 814 
 • Allemande
 • Courante
 • Sarabande
 • Menuet & Trio
 • Gavotte
 • Gigue

Anton von Webern (1883-1945)
• Variations Op.27 
 • Sehr mäßig
 • Sehr schnell
 • Ruhig fl ießend

Christof Ressi (*1989)
• Suite for Piano (2011)

Johann Sebastian Bach
• French Suite No. 4 in E fl at major BWV 815 
 • Allemande
 • Courante
 • Sarabande
 • Gavotte I

Monday, 28 January 2013 | PIANO RECITAL 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.

 • Gavotte II
 • Menuet
 • Air 
 • Gigue

INTERVAL

Christoph Ehrenfellner  (*1975)
• New commission for piano solo

Johann Sebastian Bach
• French Overture in B minor BWV 831 
 • Ouverture
 • Courante
 • Gavotte I/II
 • Passepied I/II
 • Sarabande 
 • Bourrée I/II
 • Gigue
 • Echo

Cornelia Herrmann, piano

It is most likely Johann Sebastian Bach composed 
his ‘French’ Suites in his last years in Cöthen, where 
he was a court Kapellmeister, and his fi rst in Leipzig, 
where he was cantor of St. Thomas’s church, i.e., bet-
ween 1722 and 1725. In both places of employment 
the suites were probably intended as either teaching 
pieces or ways of demonstrating how to compose in 
a particular style. From the earliest biographies the 
term ‘French’ has been applied, but in the absence 
of the autograph score one cannot be totally sure 
whether Bach intended the sobriquet. Moreover, 
the short dances which make up the suites, while ha-
ving the customary French titles, are a combination 
of several styles: most notably Italian and German in 
their use of counterpoint and fondness for intricate 
passing modulations. The titles derive from suites of 
dances composed by French composers for lute and 

harpsichord in the 17th century. By the 18th century, 
the dances had no connection with the physical act 
of dancing, being based only on the rhythms of the 
dances from which they derived. Suite No. 3 opens 
with a short Italian-style Allemande with its two-parts, 
one in each hand, frequently imitating each other. The 
Courante that follows breaks into three-part writing 
rather like some earlier French models. The Saraban-
de places an expressive, violinistic melodic line over 
a slowly moving bass. The following Menuet and Trio 
are both expressively and musically simpler. A Gavot-
te is next; in some sources it is called an “Anglaise” 
because it doesn’t follow the usual gavotte’s opening 
rhythmic pattern. The work ends with a spirited Gigue 
whose opening Frenchness melts into more Italianate 
running semiquavers. The Allemande of Suite No. 4 
opens with a sinuous melodic phrase that climbs chro-

venes and suddenly the double basses emerge into 
the light as they are paired with the cellos for one of 
Beethoven’s most energetic ideas. A permeating idea 
of the whole symphony is the shifting of rhythmic em-
phasis creating cross-rhythms. The return of the Scher-
zo suggests a normal pattern of scherzo-trio-scherzo 
but as so often in Beethoven the listener is deceived 
as the repeat of the Scherzo is inconclusive and beco-
mes a thrilling transition into the triumphant, march-
like fi nale where the rhythm of the fi rst movement’s 

opening idea is clearly recalled. Beethoven’s strategy 
is to create a continuously evolving whole rather than 
a sequence of separate movements. No longer is one 
allowed to rest one’s attention between movements, 
but the ‘story’ of the symphony stretches from the fi rst 
note to the last.

Supported by Pro Helvetia, in cooperation with the 
South African National Youth Orchestra
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matically over two octaves while the bass adopts a slo-
wer pace for its own melodic ascent. The same kind of 
sinuous melodic line permeates the Sarabande, which 
is also presented over a slow walking bass. Two short 
movements follow, a Gavotte and a somewhat mislea-
dingly entitled Air. The work ends with a jaunty Gigue.

The Overture in the French Style or Suite in B minor 
is on a much grander scale than the French Suites 
though it is also a suite of dances and a mixture of 
various musical styles. It was published in 1735 and 

together with the Italian Concerto forms the Clavier-
Übung part 2. The Overture opens with a grand dot-
ted rhythm, followed by a rapid fugue. Together they 
form a movement which lasts well over twice as long 
as any movement in the French Suites, the three-part 
fugue especially being an extended musical structure. 
Arguably, the most striking feature of the ensuing dan-
ces is their ‘tunefulness’. Each is a beautifully crafted 
miniature. The last movement, called Echo because 
of its use of the echo effect of forte and piano, was 
intended to be executed by alternating between the 
two manuals of the harpsichord.

Anton von Webern composed his Variations for Piano 
in 1936. It was his only piano work published and was 
the last work of his issued by the Viennese house of 
Universal. The whole work is derived from a twelve-
note melody more strictly developed than most other 
works of the time. Its musical structures are very con-
densed. There has been much debate over the title 
as only the last movement can accurately be called a 
set of variations. Overall the work is more like a suite 
of movements than just a series of variations. The title 
‘variations’, however, clearly indicates von Webern’s 
intention to provide a link between all three move-
ments.

Supported by the Austrian Embassy

Tuesday, 29 January 2013 | CHORAL CONCERT 
St. Columba‘s Church | 7.30 p.m.

"Shining Night - A man, an island, and music that moves the world" A portrait of the composer Morten Lauridsen

Film screening "Shining Night"

INTERVAL

Morten Lauridsen  (*1943)
• Lux Aeterna for choir and organ
 • I – Introitus
 • II – In te, Domine, speravi
 • III – O Nata Lux
 • IV – Veni, Sancte Spiritus
 • V – Agnus Dei

Dirait-on (from Les Chansons des Roses)

Sure on this Shining Night (from Nocturnes)

Chanticleer Singers
Chamber Singers
Kevin Kraak, organ & piano
Nicol Matt, conductor

Morten Lauridsen was born in the Pacifi c Northwest 
of the United States, but he migrated southwards to 
study music at the University of Southern California 
where he eventually began teaching in 1967. Since 
then his fame has spread and his works have been 
performed all over the world. He received a Nati-
onal Medal of Arts form President George W. Bush 
in 2007 and was named ‘American Choral Master’ by 
the National Endowment for the Arts. Between 1990 
and 2002 he chaired the composition department of 

his university’s Thornton School of Music. He was the 
subject of the 2012 fi lm documentary Shining Night: A 
Portrait of the Composer Morten Lauridsen. His music 
seems to have been destined for success as its elabo-
rate, Renaissance-infl uenced contrapuntal devices are 
bathed in lush sonorities and presented with intense 
passion. Lauridsen is a signifi cant late 20th-century 
voice in his move away from the obscurity of twelve-
tone, electronic or complex dissonant music that do-
minated American and European music towards more 

Cornelia Hermann
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Wednesday, 30 January 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY CONCERT 
"The Fringe", Johannesburg Theatre | 8.00 p.m.

“The Soul of the Cello“ – A cellist’s dialogue with the soul of his music

Johann Sebastian Bach  (1685-1750)
Solo cello suites embedded in free improvisations

Erich Oskar Huetter, cello 
Tanima, dance

Imagine a typical concert scenario. The cellist comes on stage and soon the majestic music of Johann Sebastian 
Bach’s suites fi lls the hall. Yet, from within Bach’s perfect music the cellist’s soul suddenly appears: Tanima. The 
soul-turned-into-body enters into a dialogue with the cellist and his music. Together they set out on a very inti-
mate and personal journey beyond any borders. © Erich Oskar Huetter

No one is quite certain when Johann Sebastian 
Bach’s suites for cello were composed. The surviving 
manuscript dates from about 1728. However, it is not 
in Bach’s handwriting but in his second wife’s, Anna 
Magdalena. She was one of his most assiduous copy-
ists, so the presence of her copy suggests that the sui-
tes continued to be played well into the Leipzig years, 
i.e., after 1723. The most likely date for the composi-
tion of the suites is from the Cöthen years (1717-23); 
some speculate even earlier. Bach had predecessors 

overtly accessible and performer-friendly music. No-
wadays he divides his time between teaching and ret-
reating to an island off the coast of Washington State.

His fi ve-movement thirty-minute motet-cycle Lux 
Aeterna dates from 1997. The Introitus employs one 
of Lauridsen’s most familiar techniques, namely the 
chant-inspired intoning on one chord or sometimes 
just one note. Besides this the music is fi lled with 
wide, expressive leaps. In te Domine, the second 
movement, features quiet textures. A low pedal note 
initiates the refl ective central movement, O Nata Lux. 
The pace and volume pick up with the almost dance-
like Veni, Sancte Spiritus. The fi nal movement, Agnus 
Dei, has become one of Lauridsen’s best-known cho-
ral movements. At just under ten minutes it recalls the 

atmosphere of the opening movement, not least on 
the repeated words ‘dona eis requiem’. Like the sun 
emerging from behind the clouds on a stormy day, the 
music erupts into a glorious mid-movement cadence 
before subsiding into an introspective conclusion with 
chord clusters embedded in D major.

Sure on this Shining Night forms part of the cycle of 
motets in Lauridsen’s Nocturnes (2005). For this cycle 
the composer selected three poems by different au-
thors. Sure on this Shining Night is by the American 
poet James Agee from his 1934 Permit Me Voyage. 
The tone of the poem is matched perfectly by Laurid-
sen. It is an almost ecstatic picture of peace: “The late 
year lies down the north. / All is healed, all is health…I 
weep for wonder…”

Dirait-on: the poem evokes an almost out-of-body 
ecstasy (if that is not a tautology): “Abandon surroun-
ding abandon…Narcissus fulfi lled.” Despite the use 
of a circulating musical fi gure to suggest the Narcis-
sian self-absorption of the poem, overriding this is a 
measure of detachment in the words ‘dirait-on’ (‘it is 
said that’). Lauridsen repeats this phrase many times 
as though this is the perspective from which the “self-
observed observing mind” (W.H. Auden) is perceived.

JIMF would like to thank Renette Bouwer for her 
support in inviting Nicol Matt to South Africa.

Morten Lauridsen

Erich Oskar Huetter
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for his violin suites and sonatas, but not those for cel-
lo, though the transfer of an idea from a treble instru-
ment to a bass instrument is not so hard to imagine. 
Only guesses can be made about the purpose of the 
suites. Almost certainly one was for teaching. Another 
might have been for the informal concerts that Prince 
Leopold of Cöthen (Bach’s employer from 1717-1723) 
enjoyed in his residence.

Despite the historical speculation some deductions 
can be made for the works themselves. Somewhe-
re in mix is the French suite, not only because all of 
Bach’s six cello suites comprise series of dances, but 
because each begins with a ‘free’ prelude – a kind of 
formalised improvisation. It is fascinating how Bach, 
learning from the French lutenists, had solved the 
problem of making convincing contrapuntal music on 
a solo instrument without resorting too often to the 
cloying texture of double and triple stops, i.e., playing 
two or three strings simultaneously to produce chords. 
This is a particular problem for an instrument that is 
primarily melodic. Bach wanted to suggest harmony 
through melodic shapes and fi gurations. His solution 
was bi-planar counterpoint, i.e., a single line indirect-
ly suggesting two voices, though only one exists. A 
good example of this is the beginning of the celeb-
rated Bourrée I of the C major Suite. It is written out 
like this:

It sounds rich because it suggests something more like this:

The French called this style stile brisé, i.e., broken 
style, because notes of a chord are divided between 
imaginary parts.

Since Bach’s day the cello has changed a good deal. 
The type of strings used, the neck, the bridge, the 
bow and other things are all different. It is harder to 
play these suites on the modern cello as the double-
stopping and constant string-crossing require consi-

derable virtuosity. Thus they are often played like a 
kind of marathon of endurance, an attitude that pas-
ses from player to audience!

Supported by the Austrian Embassy, in cooperation 
with MIAGI

Tanima
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Thursday, 31 January 2013 | SONG RECITAL 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.

Johannes Brahms  (1833-1897)
• Liebesliederwalzer Op.52 
• Hungarian Dances Nos. 1, 3, 5 and 6 from volume 1
 for piano four hands 

INTERVAL

Robert Schumann  (1810-1856)
• Nos. 1-7 from Ballszenen Op.109 for piano four 
 hands 
• Spanische Liebeslieder Op.138 for four singers and 
 piano four hands

Nombuso Ndlandla, soprano
Andiswa Makana, mezzo-soprano
Christoph Genz, tenor
Reiner Schneider-Waterberg, baritone
Cornelia Herrmann, piano
Florian Uhlig, piano

Piano music for more than two hands proved enor-
mously popular in the 19th century on account of its 
use as hausmusik – domestic music. Statistically, the 
largest amount of this music was for piano duet, i.e., 
four hands playing on one piano, though there is a 
substantial repertoire for four hands on two keyboards 
and a signifi cant amount for more than four hands on 
more than two pianos. These latter, of which there 
are examples by Liszt and Smetana, were often ‘show 
pieces’ on the concert platform as the capabilities of 
the multi-handed pianos could almost resemble the 
range and power of an orchestra. The charm of piano 
duets was fi rstly to enable two pianists to share per-
formance. Secondly, the diffi culties of scores, particu-
larly the ubiquitous arrangements of orchestral music, 
could be shared between four hands, ensuring that 
the middle and bass of a score could be more accura-
tely represented.

The ‘domesticity’ of duet-music, even coupled with 
singers, is well demonstrated in all the pieces in this 
programme. Late in his life, at the end of the 1840s and 
early 1850s, Robert Schumann turned his attention 
to writing ‘hausmusik’ with the intention of elevating 

this simple art 
into something 
more. His idea 
was to com-
pose music 
of the highest 
quality to ena-
ble homespun 
music-makers to 
experience and 
share the high 
aspirations and 
perceptions of 

larger-scale art music. However, despite the democra-
tic values implied in Schumann’s ideal, much of this 
music remained steadfastly domestic. This is true of 
both the Ballszenen and the Spanische Liebeslieder. 

Of the ten numbers in Op.138 two are for piano duet 
alone: No. 1 (Vorspiel) and No. 6 (Intermezzo). The 
other vocal numbers are variously for one or two sin-
gers with only 
No. 10 (Dunk-
ler Lichtglanz, 
blinder Blick) 
being for vocal 
quartet and pi-
ano duet. Most 
of the words 
are the familiar 
Romantic fare 
about love, lost, 
found, thwar-
ted. Schumann’s 
melodic gifts are in full fl ow, as is his ability to get 
‘beneath the rind’ (Hardy) of the words. The Ballsze-
nen were not fi nished till 1851 when Schumann and 
his family had left Dresden for a new post in Düssel-
dorf. These gorgeous miniatures are both modern in 
their servicing a new expressive need and occasionally 
retrospective in their period use of Bachian fi gurati-
on (No. 1) and their fl irtations with counterpoint and 
imitation (No. 3). Given the nationalistic titles of the 
movements (Polonaise, Mazurka, Waltz, etc.), the work 
comes close to resembling a Baroque suite.

Both Schumann’s Spanisches Liederbuch and Ball-
szenen were in Johannes Brahms’ mind when he 
composed his Liebeslieder Walzer and his Ungari-
sche Tänze. The fi rst two books of Hungarian Dances 
were published in 1869 and some of the dances have 
become Brahms' most famous pieces, particular No. 
5 in G minor. In 1868 Brahms decided to add to his 
oeuvre a new combination of vocal quartet and piano 
duet. Realizing the ‘domestic’ nature of the work he 
intended he chose words from Polydora, A Collection 
of World Folk-Poetry translated and/or imitated by 
Georg Friedrich Daumer. In 1869, while on holiday 
in Lichtenthal (near where the Schumanns were stay-

Nombusu Ndlandla

Christoph Genz
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Friday, 1 February 2013 | GUITAR RECITAL 
Villa Arcadia | 7.30 p.m.

Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) 
• Chôro No. 1
• Preludes No. 5 in D major and No. 1 in E minor 
 (Five preludes)

Jorge Cardoso (* 1949)
• Milonga

Agustin Barrios Mangoré  (1885-1944)
• Madrigal – Gavotta
• Mazurka Appassionata
• Una Limosna por el Amor de Dios

Andrew York (* 1958)
• Sunburst
• Sunshine Rag

INTERVAL

Joaquin Malats  (1872-1912)
• Serenata Española

Franciso Tárrega  (1852-1909)
• Gran Vals
• Maria (Gavotta)
• Rosita (Polka)

Isaac Albéniz  (1860-1909)
• Cordoba (from Cantos de España Op.232)
• Granada (from Suite Española Op.47)
• Asturias (from Suite Española Op.47)

Joaquin Rodrigo  (1901-1999)
• Fandango (from Trez Piezas Españolas)

James Grace, guitar

Despite revived popularity and easy accessibility in 
today’s CD and downloading market, musicophiles 
tend to have opera, symphonies and piano music on 
their shelves but leave little room for what they con-
sider out-of-the way, exotic repertoire such as that for 

ing), he completed his fi rst collection of Liebeslieder 
Waltzes. Some have suggested their chaste fl irtation 
was connected with Brahms' current love-interest Julie 
Schumann, though others have postulated his linge-
ring hope for the unattainable Clara Schumann was 
a deeper source. Whatever the case may be, Brahms 
clothed Daumer’s love lyrics in some of the most al-
luring music he ever wrote. The Liebeslieder Waltzes 
were premiered in Karlsruhe in October 1869 with a 
vocal quartet accompanied by Clara Schumann and 
the conductor Hermann Levi.

Supported by the Austrian Embassy

guitar, though they may imagine musical breadth by 
owning an anthology performed by John Williams or 
Julian Bream. This is a pity as the guitar has a magnifi -
cent repertory of fascinating and moving music, much 
of it composed in the late 19th century and 20th cen-

Reiner Schneider-Waterberg

Internationally renowned choir conductor Nicol Matt 
works with South African choirmasters and the Chan-
ticleer Singers on a selection of works by the Nor-
wegian composer Ola Gjeilo. Everyone interested is 
welcome to attend!

Thursday, 31 January 2013 | MASTERCLASS FOR CHOIRMASTERS 
Choir Room, University of Johannesburg | 7.30 p.m.

Chanticleer Singers
Nicol Matt, conductor
Works by Ola Gjeilo

JIMF would like to thank Renette Bouwer for her 
support in inviting Nicol Matt to South Africa.
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tury. The new interest in guitar music at the end of the 
19th century is closely associated with the resurgence 
and desire for the revival of distinctive Spanish music 
of all types. The sound and some of the playing effects 
of the guitar became almost synonymous with Spain 
itself, thus lending the instrument even greater status 
amongst its Spanish afi cionados. It moved from being 
seen just as a popular instrument suitable for dancing 
– a repository of particular effects and an accompa-
nying instrument for ‘Flamenco’ songs and dances – 
to being an instrument for serious music. Alongside 
this was the renewed interest in the historic music of 
Spain, its local regional colours and its long and distin-
guished history. Like in most non-German countries, 
the desire for national identity in music led to explo-
ring both folk and historic music, and to establishing 
a style of music that distanced itself from mainstream 
Germanic or Italian idioms, incorporating local fea-
tures in larger-scale works. In this desire Spain joined 
France, Russia, Scandinavia and Eastern Europe. The 
desire may have been the same but, of course, the 
results were different. Spanish searches were led by 
the prodigious composer, musicologist and teacher, 
Felipe Pedrell (1841-1922). 

One of the most important modern composers who 
enriched the guitar repertoire is the Brazilian Heitor 
Villa-Lobos. Due more to circumstances than choice 
he was largely self-taught. However sporadic and un-
orthodox his education, its lack of orthodoxy enabled 
him to blend unselfconsciously his rich Brazilian folk-
culture with whatever current European style he en-
countered and liked. Encouraged by composers such 
as Darius Milhaud, who were looking to supplement 
their European styles with more exotic fruit, Villa-
Lobos visited Europe in the 1920s and reversed the 
process. Amongst the many musicians he met there 
was the Spanish guitarist Andrés Segovia, for whom 
he composed twelve short guitar studies, each of 
which developed an aspect of Brazilian street music 
(choröes = itinerant street musicians). The main body 
of his fourteen Chôros was composed between 1924-
29. The Five Preludes followed in 1929. These beau-
tiful works have given Villa-Lobos a special place in 
the guitar repertoire, Chôro I being one of the most 
famous works for the instrument.

Jorge Cardoso was born in Argentina in 1949. Despi-
te being a medical doctor he has found time not only 
to be a virtuoso guitarist but a prolifi c composer for 
his instrument. To date his works number just under 
four hundred. A Milonga is a narrative minstrel song.

Augustin Barrios Mangoré was born in Paraguay in 
1885. Unlike many other South American guitar com-
posers he had some formal musical training. He learnt 
much from transcribing works by composers from 
Bach to Chopin for the guitar. This led to the eclecti-

cism and freedom of his musical language. He spent 
much of his life as a traveling guitarist, settling for 
some periods in Brazil, Uruguay and El Salvador where 
he died in 1944. Ten years before his death, in 1934, 
he spent fi fteen months in Europe. Just after World 
War I he discovered the guitar works of the Spanish 
guitar-composer Francisco Tárrega for which he deve-
loped a passionate enthusiasm. Permeating his music 
are many kinds of classical dances (e.g., the gavotte 
and the mazurka), which might suggest pastiche, but 
despite the convention of the rhythms of these dances 
their harmonic and melodic language is unmistakably 
of a later age. 

Andrew York was born in Atlanta, Georgia, in the Uni-
ted States in 1958, but grew up in Virginia. He studied 
in California, after which he established himself as a 
very successful performer, playing both the guitar and 
the lute. His performing diversity mirrors his composi-
tional range. He has published to date over fi fty works, 
made several CDs and DVDs and released a three-vo-
lume study of jazz for classical guitarists entitled Jazz 
for Classical Cats. In his Sunburst, the elegant rhythms 
and melodies convey his typical mixture of styles and 
resonances. Another musical echo is the jaunty Sun-
shine Rag: full of ostinato writing (short repeated phra-
ses) and dancing excitement.

Joaquin Malats was born in Barcelona, Catalonia, in 
1872 and died there in 1912. After studying in Barce-
lona he spent three years at the Paris Conservatoire 

James Grace
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where he was awar-
ded prestigious prizes. 
Though he toured a 
good deal he preferred 
playing and teaching 
in Barcelona where his 
roots lay. Malats was 
most famous for being 
a virtuoso pianist. He 
composed a number 
of beautiful salon pie-
ces, among them the 

famous Serenata española, ironically more famous as 
a guitar transcription made by Francisco Tárrega. Ma-
lats inspired his fellow Spanish composer Albéniz to 
compose his Iberia. Malats’s compositions often use 
Spanish dances and musical idioms which include a 
sense of improvisation.

Francisco Tárrega was born in Villarreal in the Spanish 
province of Castellón. Almost from the start he began 
a colourful career. His parents were poor so Tárrega 
found work in coffee houses and restaurants in Barce-
lona, as well as with gypsy bands in Valencia. In 1874 
he seemed to settle down for a while and enrolled 
in the Madrid Conservatoire where he studied com-
position under Emilio Arrieta. By now a virtuoso pia-
nist as well as guitarist, Tárrega began to teach in the 
1880s. In order to enlarge his own recital programmes 

and to align the rather isolated guitar repertoire he 
embarked on an extensive range of transcriptions of 
piano music for guitar.

Isaac Albéniz was born in Camprodon in Spain’s Cata-
lonia. He was a prolifi c composer, a student of Pedrell 
and one of the earliest members of the resurgence of 
Spanish music injecting national idioms into European 
genres. His Suite Española (1886) was originally com-
posed for piano but soon transcribed for the guitar. 
It opens with the Serenata: Granada, which adopts 
not only the arpeggiated chords of the guitar idiom 
but also Sevillian folk-music with its opening melody 
descending a fourth by way of a characteristic triplet 
turn.

Joaquín Rodrigo became one of the most popular 
and well-known Spanish composers of the 20th cen-
tury, largely because of the enormous success of his 
evocative Concierto de Aranjuez. His life spanned 
almost the whole century, though he spent nearly all 
of it blind as he lost his sight when contracting diph-
theria at the age of three. Rodrigo evolved a musical 
language that owed much to his Spanish roots as well 
as choosing from a number of contemporary develop-
ments. His Tres Piezas Españolas were composed in 
1954.

Saturday, 2 February 2013 | SYMPHONY CONCERT 
Linder Auditorium | 7.30 p.m.

Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921)
• Danse macabre

Bongani Ndodana-Breen (* 1975)
• Piano Concerto (new JIMF commission, fi rst 
 performance)

INTERVAL

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
• Symphony No. 7 in A major Op.92

Florian Uhlig, piano
Johannesburg Festival Orchestra
Richard Cock, conductor

In 1874 Camille Saint-Saëns expanded a song he 
had composed on words by Henri Cazalis into a tone-
poem, giving it the title Danse macabre. The words 
of the poem tell the story of Death appearing every 
year at midnight on 31 October (Halloween). He calls 
the dead from their graves to dance to the accom-
paniment of his violin. The skeletons (represented in 
the score by the xylophone) dance till dawn when the 
cock crows. The work opens with the harp ‘striking’ 
midnight, repeating the note D twelve times. The vi-
olin enters, making great play of the tritone, referred 
to in some musical eras as the ‘devil in music.’ After 
the introduction the music gets underway with the 
solo violin playing the most familiar tune in the pie-
ce. The music becomes increasingly frenetic until the 

plainchant melody of the “Dies irae” is heard. Sud-
denly near the end the music stops as dawn appears 
and the skeletons return to their graves. At fi rst the 
French audiences were shocked by the subject and 
the vividness with which Saint-Saëns has conjured up 
the devil. But time has made this one of Saint-Saëns’s 
most popular pieces, not least in the echoes of it in his 
Carnival of the Animals. It has been used as fi lm music 
on numerous occasions.

Ludwig van Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7 in A ma-
jor Op.92 was composed while the composer was on 
holiday in Bohemia in 1812. Faced in Vienna (where 
he lived at the time) with continuing deprivations 
and worries due to the Napoleonic Wars, as a result 

James Grace
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of which Beethoven lost a good deal of his income, 
and with his increasing deafness and ill health, his 7th 
Symphony seems to refl ect none of this. Even though 
the slow second movement, Allegretto, could be per-
ceived as a funeral procession, the overall impression 
of the symphony is joyous. Wagner described it, in 
particular, the fi nale, as the ‘apotheosis of the dance.’ 
The work was given its fi rst performance in Vienna 
on 8 December 1813 in a fund-raising concert for 
soldiers wounded at the Battle of Hanau. Beethoven 
conducted himself, though most of the very distingu-
ished company of players must have looked away as 
he could hear little and his gestures, according to the 
violin virtuoso Louis Spohr who was playing in the or-
chestra, were extravagant. “At the entrance of a forte 
he jumped in the air.” The work was very well received 
and the second movement was encored.

Bongani Ndodana-Breen on his Piano Concerto 
(2013; commissioned by JIMF)

This piano concerto is based on a motif from a legen-
dary choral anthem "Bawo Thixo Somandla" by the 
South African composer Mzilikazi Khumalo. 

I was drawn to this song as it has been a staple of cho-
ral life in South Africa, refl ecting on the history of our 
people's struggle for freedom and personal dignity.

The music focuses on a sequence of nine notes that in 
the anthem are sung to "emhlaben' sibuthwel' ubunzi-
ma" (on this earth we bear many burdens). This theme 
is reworked and fi ltered through various techniques 
inspired by African traditional music from the Xhosa, 
Zulu, Venda and Shona cultures. While there is some 
reference to the rhythmical nature of African music, I 
have opted to emphasize the diversity of the melodic 
side of African music.

Supported by the Johannesburg Festival Orchestra 
and Paul Rodgers, as well as the Institut Français 
South Africa

Sunday, 3 February 2013 | ORCHESTRA FROM SCRATCH 
Scott Gym, Wits Education Campus, St. Andrews Road, Parktown
Rehearsal 11.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m.
Concert 3.00 p.m. - 4.30 p.m.

An orchestral experience for any and all musicians
Richard Cock, conductor

One of the main aspects of the Johannesburg Interna-
tional Mozart Festival is its dedication to introducing 
classical music to as wide an audience as possible. 
Hand-in-hand with the activities of the Apollo Music 
Trust, the JFO's music director Richard Cock continues 
to share his passion for music and music-making at 
exploration concerts and workshops.

Orchestra from Scratch is a new initiative that is open 
to any and all musicians, who wish to share the passi-

on of making and exploring classical music with like-
minded people.

Under the baton of Richard Cock the “Orchestra” will 
work on a programme of familiar works by Schubert, 
Sousa, Coates, Rodgers & Hammerstein, to name but 
a few, before the musicians take the grand stage for a 
concert at 3.00 p.m.

Supported by Corobrik

Florian Uhlig Johannesburg Festival Orchestra
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Sunday, 3 February 2013 | LITERATURE EVENT 
Villa Arcadia | 5.00 p.m.

A story of music, war and peace is a story for our time
WHEN SWAN LAKE COMES TO SARAJEVO 
A Musician Journeys into the Aftermath of War by Ruth Waterman 
The Observer’s Book-Of-The-Year 2012

Violinist Ruth Waterman introduces the world of her 
book through photographs, recordings, live music and 
readings. Look at the ruins and the rebuilding, see the 
people she meets, listen to the voices of the Bosnians 
as they tell their stories of how it is to live through war, 
and hear the music. 

When Ruth Waterman fi rst went to Bosnia in 2002 to 
conduct the Mostar Sinfonietta, she found herself en-
countering the peace that comes after a war. 

When Swan Lake Comes to Sarajevo is an account 
of her experiences, in turn frustrating, hilarious, distur-
bing and touching, as she returned year after year to 
perform and conduct and teach the little multi-ethnic 
orchestra. A humane and down-to-earth description 
of the nuts and bolts of daily life there, this is about 
the connections made through music, and the rebuil-
ding of a town, a bridge, a community. Interspersed 
are stories of war and peace by the Bosnians themsel-
ves, acts of witness that reveal their courage, despair, 
resilience and humour. 

The intermingling of narrative and fi rst-hand accounts 
builds a mosaic that offers a visceral introduction to 
an unfamiliar world where people simply want to 'live 
a normal life'. 

"This book by violinist, conductor and poet Ruth Wa-
terman [is] inspiring … she captures the humanity of 
the place and its people: the pain, the resilience and, 
yes, the humour." Classic FM Magazine 

In cooperation with the British Council

FREE ADMISSION

Canterbury Press 
www.scm-canterburypress.co.uk
available in major bookshops 
and online retailers
ISBN 978-1-83511-865-4

Monday, 4 February 2013 | EXPLORATION CONCERT 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.

Johann Sebastian Bach  
• Partita No. 3 in E major BWV 1006 
 • Preludio
 • Loure
 • Gavotte en Rondeau
 • Minuets 
 • Bourree
 • Gigue

The music of Johann Sebastian Bach expresses what it 
is to be human as eloquently as anyone ever has. His 
extraordinary range of emotion is more than most of 
us could dream of: his gift to us is that he expands us 
and opens us to our deepest feelings. 

The set of solo Sonatas and Partitas has been my cons-
tant underlying passion for over forty years. It has been 
a personal journey to enter into this music, and over 
the years, my responses have formed and reformed 
through periods of immersion and periods of matura-
tion, with all their exhilaration and frustration, dead-

ends and discoveries. While puzzling over the impli-
cations of original sources and instruments and the 
intricacies of baroque dance-steps, there was always 
another fundamental diffi culty: how to empty my mind 
of preconceptions, to look with fresh eyes at the music 
and search for the uniqueness of each movement. And 
each movement has its own issues of notation, rhyth-
mic pulse, harmonic direction, phrasing, balances, pa-
cing, chords, articulation, intensity, colour, dynamics, 
- a never-ending procession of detail that needs atten-
tion in the service of reaching an emotional truth. And 
in the end, there is, and always will be, further to go. 

Ruth Waterman, violin
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Our reverence for Bach and his enormous output of 
religious music can lead us to forget that he deligh-
ted in writing dance music – not exactly music for the 
dance-hall, but almost. The supreme technical diffi cul-
ties of the solo partitas can easily distract us from the 
nature of the partita itself, as a collection of dances. 
Although they were intended for listening rather than 
dancing, as were Chopin’s Mazurkas, for instance, one 
has only to compare them to the actual dances that he 
would have heard and seen at the court in Cöthen, to 
recognise Bach’s intimate knowledge of the genre. He 
embraces the character of each dance with obvious 
relish, handling the traditional rhythmic patterns and 
structures with wit and subtlety.

Unusually, this fi nal one in E-major does not include 
a sarabande, so there is no slow movement. It is as if 
Bach were saying that in the end, in this last work of 
his turbulent and profoundly emotional set, there is 
only light and grace and dancing.

Many of his dance suites begin with an introduction, 
and this Preludio is one of the most exciting, being a 
moto perpetuo of tremendous drive and colour. This 
is true virtuoso writing, the notes showering down in 
patterns and echoes and sequences. Often the sing-
le line divides into more than one voice as the bow 
alternates between strings; and in two famous passa-
ges, the unique resonance of the violin’s open strings 
is exploited to the full as the bow weaves dazzling 
and complex designs across three strings. Occasio-
nally, Bach changes the texture by adding slurs, and 
although it is tempting to make life easier by adding 
a few more, I think that the contrast between the slurs 
and separate notes is worth preserving.

Bach transcribed this prelude for organ and orchestra 
in Cantata No.29, and it is illuminating in that it has a 
tempo marking – presto; the accompaniment is mainly 
rhythmic punctuation; and the chordal cadence at the 
end is supported by a strongly rhythmic fi gure, preclu-
ding any indulgent rubato.

After this attention-getting prelude, the dances take 
centre stage. If the essence of Baroque dance is ele-
gance, here there is elegance in abundance. Bach fol-
lows fairly closely the style and structure of the actual 
dances; and on those few occasions where he takes 
the reins and leads us away from the expected route, 
we can easily follow his train of thought until he re-
turns us safely to familiar territory. 

The fi rst dance, the loure, appears rarely in Bach’s 
suites. My originally warm and languorous concept of 
it was shattered when I learnt the actual dance steps 
which need a faster tempo. Quantz’s detailed instruc-
tions on how to play it, including the admonition to 
lift the bow frequently, produces an articulation that 

well matches the character of the tiny steps. So the 
loure emerges as a lilting dance of graceful femininity, 
sometimes wistful, sometimes even fl irtatious.

The famous gavotte, with its obligatory two upbeats 
and comically outrageous discord on the downbeat, 
leads us on a merry romp. The rondo form means 
that the melody alternates with episodes, each having 
a different character. And each episode takes us to 
a different place, even as far afi eld as F# minor and 
G# minor. As a consequence, every time the theme 
returns, it appears in a new light, either of relief or 
triumph or diffi dence.

The twinned minuets are simpler in character, refl ec-
ting the fact that it was always the minuet that was the 
fi rst dance to be taught to a little count or countess. 
The main step lasts six beats, spanning two bars, and 
contains lovely subtle syncopations that Bach mir-
rors exactly. My ornaments for the repeats of the fi rst 
minuet are not ‘ornate’, but rather naïve, much like 
Bach’s writing for his own children. The second minuet 
imitates the sound of a musette, with its attempt at 
a drone.

The last two movements are very short, but they step 
up the energy. The bourree, with its single upbeat, its 
echoed phrases and its constant alternation between 
slurred and detached running notes, exudes joviality. 
And the Italian-style gigue whirls into a mass of pat-
terns and changes of direction. Dancing the gigue 
entails many jumps, necessitating a fast tempo which 
produces a fi ne brilliance. And Bach’s extra “I told you 
so” phrases fi nish the partita, and the cycle, with a grin 
and a sparkle.

© Ruth Waterman

Ruth Waterman
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Tuesday, 5 February 2013 | CINEMA IMPROVISANDO 
The Bioscope | 7.30 p.m.

Live improvisation on silent movie
Paul Hanmer, piano (JIMF 2012 Composer-in-Residence)

SILENT FILM – THE ROLE OF MUSIC

A silent fi lm is a fi lm with no synchronized recorded 
sound, especially with no spoken dialogue. In silent 
fi lms for entertainment the dialogue is transmitted 
through muted gestures, mime and title cards. The 
idea of combining motion pictures with recorded 
sound is nearly as old as fi lm itself, but because of the 
technical challenges involved, synchronized dialogue 
was only made practical in the late 1920s with the per-
fection of the Audion amplifi er tube and the introduc-
tion of the Vitaphone system. After the release of The 
Jazz Singer in 1927, "talkies" became more and more 
commonplace. Within a decade, popular widespread 
production of silent fi lms had ceased.

The fi rst projected primary proto-movie was made by 
Eadweard Muybridge some time between 1877 and 
1880. Louis Le Prince created the fi rst narrative fi lm 
in 1888. It was a two-second fi lm of people walking in 
Oakwood streets garden, entitled Roundhay Garden 
Scene. The art of motion pictures grew into full ma-
turity in the "silent era"(1894-1929) before silent fi lms 
were replaced by "talking pictures" in the late 1920s. 
Many fi lm scholars and buffs argue that the aesthetic 
quality of cinema decreased for several years until di-
rectors, actors, and production staff adapted to the 
new "talkies".
The visual quality of silent movies—especially those 
produced in the 1920s—was often high. However, 
there is a widely held misconception that these fi lms 
were primitive and barely watchable by modern stan-
dards. This misconception comes as a result of silent 
fi lms being played back at wrong speed and their 
deteriorated condition. Many silent fi lms exist only in 

second- or third-generation copies, often copied from 
already damaged and neglected fi lm stock.
In addition, many prints may suffer from censorship 
cuts and missing frames and scenes, resulting in what 
may appear to be poor editing.

Paul Hanmer

Berlin: Symphony of a Metropolis (1927), 
dir. Walter Ruttmann

Showings of silent fi lms almost always featured live 
music, starting with the pianist at the fi rst public 
projection of movies by the Lumière Brothers on De-
cember 28, 1895 in Paris. From the beginning, mu-
sic was recognized as essential, contributing to the 
atmosphere and giving the audience vital emotional 
cues. (Musicians sometimes played on fi lm sets during 
shooting for similar reasons.) Small town and neigh-
bourhood movie theatres usually had a pianist. Be-
ginning in the mid-1910s, large city theatres tended 
to have organists or ensembles of musicians. Massive 
theatre organs were designed to fi ll a gap between a 
simple piano soloist and a larger orchestra. Theatre 
organs had a wide range of special effects; theatrical 
organs such as the famous "Mighty Wurlitzer" could 
simulate some orchestral sounds along with a number 
of percussion effects such as bass drums and cymbals 
and sound effects ranging from galloping horses to 
rolling thunder.

Film scores for early silent fi lms were either improvised 
or compiled of classical or theatrical repertory music. 
Once full features became commonplace, however, 
music was compiled from photoplay music by the 
pianist, organist, orchestra conductor or the movie 
studio itself, which included a cue sheet with the fi lm. 
These sheets were often lengthy, with detailed notes 
about effects and moods to watch for. Starting with 
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the mostly original score composed by Joseph Carl 
Breil for D. W. Griffi th's groundbreaking epic The Birth 
of a Nation (USA, 1915) it became relatively common 
for the biggest-budgeted fi lms to arrive at the exhibi-
ting theatre with original, specially composed scores. 
However, the fi rst designated full-blown scores were 
composed earlier, in 1908, by Camille Saint-Saëns, for 
The Assassination of the Duke of Guise, and by Mik-
hail Ippolitov-Ivanov, for Stenka Razin.

When organists or pianists used sheet music, they still 
might add improvisatory fl ourishes to heighten the 
drama on screen. Even when special effects were not 
indicated in the score, if an organist was playing a the-
atre organ capable of an unusual sound effect, such 
as a "galloping horses" effect, it would be used for 
dramatic horseback chases.

By the height of the silent era, movies were the sin-
gle largest source of employment for instrumental 
musicians (at least in America). But the introduction of 
talkies, which happened simultaneously with the on-
set of the Great Depression, was devastating to many 
musicians.

Some countries devised other ways of bringing sound 
to silent fi lms. The early cinema of Brazil featured fi tas 
cantatas: fi lmed operettas with singers performing be-
hind the screen. In Japan, fi lms had not only live music 
but also the benshi, a live narrator who provided com-
mentary and character voices. The benshi became a 
central element in Japanese fi lm, as well as providing 
translation for foreign (mostly American) movies. The 
popularity of the benshi was one reason why silent 
fi lms persisted well into the 1930s in Japan.

Few fi lm scores survive intact from this period, and 
musicologists are still confronted by questions when 
they attempt to precisely reconstruct those that re-
main. Scores can be distinguished as complete recon-
structions of composed scores, newly composed for 
the occasion, assembled from already existing music 
libraries, or even improvised.

Interest in the scoring of silent fi lms fell somewhat 
out of fashion during the 1960s and 1970s. There was 
a belief in many college fi lm programs and reperto-
ry cinemas that audiences should experience silent 
fi lm as a pure visual medium, undistracted by music. 
This belief may have been encouraged by the poor 
quality of the music tracks found on many silent fi lm 
reprints of the time. More recently, there has been a 
revival of interest in presenting silent fi lms with quali-
ty musical scores, either reworkings of period scores 
or cue sheets, or composition of appropriate original 
scores. A watershed event in this context was Kevin 
Brownlow's 1980 restoration of Abel Gance's Napolé-
on (1927), featuring a score by Carl Davis. Brownlow's 

restoration was later distributed in America re-edited 
and shortened by Francis Ford Coppola with a live or-
chestral score composed by his father Carmine Cop-
pola.

Der Rosenkavalier (1925), 
dir. Robert Wiene

Der Rosenkavalier (1925), 
dir. Robert Wiene

In 1984, a restoration of Metropolis (1927) with new 
score by producer-composer Giorgio Moroder was 
another turning point in modern-day interest in silent 
fi lms. Although the contemporary score, which inclu-
ded pop songs by Freddy Mercury of Queen, Pat Be-
natar and Jon Anderson of Yes was controversial, the 
door had been opened for a new approach to presen-
tation of classic "silent" fi lms. One of the few actors of 
the silent era still active in the 21st century was Dutch-
German movie star Johannes Heesters (1903–2011).

Music ensembles currently perform traditional and 
contemporary scores for silent fi lms. Purveyors of the 
traditional approach include organists and pianists 
such as Dennis James, Rick Friend, Chris Elliott, Den-
nis Scott, Clark Wilson and Jim Riggs. Orchestral con-
ductors such as Gillian B. Anderson, Carl Davis, Carl 
Daehler, and Robert Israel have written and compiled 
scores for numerous silent fi lms. In addition to compo-
sing new fi lm scores, Timothy Brock has restored many 
of Charlie Chaplin's scores.
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Contemporary music ensembles are helping to intro-
duce classic silent fi lms to a wider audience through a 
broad range of musical styles and approaches. Some 
performers create new compositions using traditio-
nal musical instruments while others add electronic 
sounds, modern harmonies, rhythms, improvisation 
and sound design elements to enhance the fi lm wat-
ching experience. Among the contemporary ensem-

bles in this category are Alloy Orchestra, Club Foot 
Orchestra, Silent Orchestra, Mont Alto Motion Picture 
Orchestra and The Reel Music Ensemble. Alloy Or-
chestra, which began performing in 1990, is among 
the fi rst of the new wave of silent fi lm music ensem-
bles.

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silent_fi lm 

Wednesday, 6 February 2013 | PIANO RECITAL 
Northwards House | 7.30 p.m.

Robert Schumann  (1810-1856)
• Kinderszenen Op.15
 • Von fremden Ländern und Menschen | Of Foreign
  Lands and Peoples
 • Kuriose Geschichte | A Curious Story
 • Hasche-Mann | Blind Man's Bluff
 • Bittendes Kind | Pleading Child
 • Glückes genug | Happy Enough
 • Wichtige Begebenheit | An Important Event
 • Träumerei | Dreaming
 • Am Kamin | At the Fireside
 • Ritter vom Steckenpferd | Knight of the 
  Hobbyhorse
 • Fast zu ernst | Almost Too Serious
 • Fürchtenmachen | Frightening
 • Kind im Einschlummern | Child Falling Asleep
 • Der Dichter spricht | The Poet Speaks

Claude Debussy  (1862-1918)
• Children's corner
 • Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum
 • Jimbo's Lullaby

 • Serenade for the Doll
 • The Snow is Dancing
 • The Little Shepherd
 • Golliwogg's Cakewalk

• Images I
 • Refl ets dans l'eau
 • Hommage à Rameau
 • Mouvement

• L‘Isle joyeuse

INTERVAL

Robert Schumann
• Davidsbündlertänze Op.6

Eric Le Sage, piano 

Robert Schumann composed his Kinderszenen Op.15 
in 1838. They consist of thirteen movements out of 
thirty that Schumann originally intended. The most 
famous one is Träumerei (Dreaming). Schumann’s 
‘Scenes from Childhood’ are not for children, but 
about children, even though Schumann originally 
entitled the collection Leichte Stücke (Easy Pieces). 
Schumann reveals his own affi nity with and under-
standing of the imaginative world of children but also 
gives us glimpses into his own psyche. The short pi-
eces acquired their titles after their composition, with 
Schumann describing them as “nothing more than 
delicate hints for execution and interpretation.” While 
the Poet’s (the title of the last movement) are the eyes 
through which the various scenes are seen, each mo-
vement suggests a child’s view of the ‘title’. Träumerei 
is an excellent example of ‘multum in parvo’ (much 
in a little space). Its melodic phrase consists of two 
parts whose beginning is repeated seven times, but 
though the opening phrase remains mostly the same 
its complementary closing phrase is subtly changed 

each time, with the last time pausing on a gorgeously 
surprising dominant 9th on G. As always, Schumann 
was self-refl ective and revealing of his own compositi-
onal interests. Buried in the melodic arabesques of the 
fi rst movement, Of Foreign Lands and Peoples, are 
the letters that spell out the name B A C H, the com-
poser being one of the ones Schumann admired most. 

Eric Le Sage
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First written in 1837, Schumann’s Davidsbündlertänze 
Op.6 date from the same period as his Kinderszenen. 
These pieces are much less coy about their external 
musical representation than the Kinderszenen. The 
eighteen movements that make up this ‘suite’ are in 
many cases not really dances at all but ‘character’ 
pieces. Schumann has clearly adopted the idea of a 
‘suite’ as a way of linking miniature portraits of peop-
le and ideas. Schumann’s ‘League of David’ refers to 
the biblical character of David conquering the Philis-
tine Goliath. For Schumann, the Philistines were the 
contemporary opponents of experimentation, novelty 
and spirit in art. Schumann in his journalistic and cri-
tical writing posited two characters representing two 
sides of his musical personality: Florestan (the fi ery 
one) and Eusebius (the dreamy, introspective one). 
Their different viewpoints were, in the critical writings, 
overseen by a Socratic ‘umpire’: Master Raro. Later 
psychologists have read much self-revelation into 
Schumann’s invention of two sides of his personality, 
particularly his later insanity. But Schumann intended 
only to project two types of attack, two points of view. 
In the fi rst edition (1837) of the work he appended the 
initials (F and/or E) to each movement, but in 1851 he 
removed these. Schumann also deleted a poem which 
appeared at the beginning of the fi rst version. “In 
each and every age / Joy and sorrow are intertwined: 
/ Remain pious in joy / and prepare for sorrow with 
courage.” Little of the programmatic content survived 
in the 1851 version, though instructions such as Balla-
denmäßig sehr rasch (No. 10, Fast and in the ballad 
style) leave a hint of something outside the music, as 
does Mit Humor (No. 12, With humour).

Claude Debussy was as innovatory in his piano mu-
sic as Schumann had been in his. Musically inspired 
by poetry and painting, and eclectically stimulated 
by fellow composers, Debussy was fascinated by the 
colours of the Erard pianos of his time. These could 
achieve unique effects through the use of the pedal, 
half-pedal and the keyboard action. Always in search 
of colour, Debussy explored through his piano music 
what the instrument could do. Nearly all of Debussy’s 
piano music has illustrative titles, though these must 
be understood more as an allusion to an idea rather 
than a physical description. Debussy disliked the label 
‘impressionist’, preferring to be called a ‘symbolist’. 
Just these aspects are illustrated in his fi rst book of 
piano Images (1905). The collection consists of three 
pieces: Refl ets dans l’eau, Hommage à Rameau and 
Mouvement. Refl ets dans l’eau seems the most im-
pressionistic given the fascination of so-called Impres-
sionist painters with refl ections in water. But in effect 
Debussy’s piece is more an evocation of mood than 
a painting. Occasionally the music suggests rippling 
water (as in the middle section marked quasi cadenza), 
but the piece is an emotive response to gazing peace-
fully at water in the countryside. Hommage à Rameau 

is marked to 
be played in 
the style of an 
1 8 t h - c e n t u r y 
sarabande. It 
begins with a 
distant pasti-
che, albeit with 
some modal 
infusions into 
the tonal base. 
But soon the 
music moves 
from pastiche 
to a sumptuous 
20th-century retrospective of a bygone age. Marked 
animé, the last movement is a toccata based on a ra-
pid triplet which is expanded and transformed melo-
dically and harmonically throughout the piece till, all 
energy spent, it returns to end pianissimo in C major, 
just slightly tinged with a B fl at.

L’isle joyeuse (1904) was inspired by Watteau’s painting 
L’Embarquement pour Cythère (1717). Debussy relis-
hed French 17th- and 18th–century composers such 
as Rameau and Couperin. From his French ancestors 
Debussy inherited a love of decoration and arabesque 
as well as the idea of music being a divertissement 
deluxe. The anticipation of this is what Watteau’s pain-
ting depicts: a group of well-to-do characters, either 
coming or going from Cythera, the island where Venus 
was born. From its opening dance around the C sharp 
trills to its excited triplet movement and the melodic 
fragments fusing into a grand whole-tone melody, the 
music gathers momentum and ends in a magnifi cent 
fortissimo climax.

Debussy composed his Children’s Corner in 1909, 
dedicating it to his daughter “with her father’s ten-
der excuses for what follows.” Like Schumann’s Kin-
derszenen the work is an adult looking at a child, but 
unlike the Schumann it contains distinct elements of 
wit and irony. The fi rst number, Doctor Gradus ad 
Parnassum, evokes the textures of Czerny’s celebra-
ted piano studies and makes fun of the occasional 
“wrong” note. This is followed by an almost surreal 
dream in which elephants dance as light as nymphs. 
Other quasi-dreams follow, each suggesting outside 
pictures and places. The Serenade for the Doll is remi-
niscent of Spain. The Little Shepherd harks back to the 
18th-century pastoral scenes of which Debussy was 
particularly fond. The fi nale, Golliwog’s Cake-Walk, 
depicts a puppet awkwardly trying to imitate and sur-
pass a contemporary jazz-like idiom reaching towards 
a highly Romantic quotation (“with great emotion”) of 
Wagner’s Tristan. 

Supported by the Institut Français South Africa

Eric Le Sage
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Thursday, 7 February 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY CONCERT 
Wits Art Museum | 7.30 p.m.

"MOVING MOZART"

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart  (1756-1791)
• Piano Sonata in C major K 330 
• Twelve Variations on “Ah, vous-je dirai, maman“ 
 K 265 /300e 

Helmut Lachenmann  (* 1935)
• From "Ein Kinderspiel" (A child’s play)
 • Hänschen klein
 • Wolken im eisigen Mondlicht
 • Akiko

György Ligeti  (1923-2006)
• Musica Ricercata

Andreas Kern  (* 1975)
• Fremde Welten

Moritz Eggert  (* 1965)
• One Man Band

Mamela Nyamza, dance
Kirsty Ndawo, dance
Andreas Kern, piano

Friday, 8 February 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY CONCERT 
Wits Art Museum | 7.30 p.m.

“FANTASIA”

Duo FourIVTwo, percussion duo
Thabo Rapoo, dance
Dancers from the Tshwane Dance Theatre

Duo FourIVTwo (pronounced four-four-two) features 
Magdalena de Vries on concert grand marimba and 
Frank Mallows on vibraphone. Their performances 
have become synonymous with innovation, creation 
and visual stimulation. Add to this the versatile former 
Standard Bank Young Artist for dance, Thabo Rapoo, 
and a fantasia of Mozart - and movement and mood 
are created. 

The programme combines contemporary re-workings 
of masterpieces by Mozart, Shostakovich and Pärt 
with the dusty planes of the Karoo and the icy win-
ters of Oxford.  The duo will perform the music while 
Thabo interprets and communicates the music to the 
audience through his dance. 

Africa meets Europe and the listener is transported 
into a realm beyond reality: Fantasia.   

Mamela Nyamza

Andreas Kern

Duo FourIVTwo
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Saturday, 9 February 2013 | CHAMBER ORCHESTRA CONCERT 
Villa Arcadia | 7.30 p.m.

‘A DANCE THROUGH THE MUSIC OF TIME’

arr. Edward Huws Jones  (*1948)
• Traditional Medieval and Renaissance fi ddle tunes
 and dances

Henry Purcell  (1659-1695)
• Chaconne from King Arthur 

Jean-Philippe Rameau  (1683-1764)
• Dances from Les Boréades and Castor et Pollux 
• Gavottes I & II, Loure; Menuet; Gavotte; 
 Passepieds I & II

Giacomo Puccini  (1858-1924)
• Two Menuets for String Quartet

INTERVAL

Johannes Brahms arr. Friedrich Hermann 
(1833-1897/1828–1907)
• Liebeslieder Waltzes Nos. 4, 5, 17, 10, 11 

Antonín Dvorák (1841-1904)
• Waltz No. 1 in A major 

Johann Strauss  (1825-1899)
• New Pizzicato Polka Op. 449

arr. Edward Huws Jones 
• Latin American Songs and Dances

arr. Buskaid members 
• African Kwela 

Buskaid Soweto String Ensemble
Rosemary Nalden, conductor

About Buskaid 

The Buskaid Trust was founded in the UK in 1992 by 
British viola player Rosemary Nalden in response to a 
BBC programme highlighting the diffi culties besetting 
a string project in Diepkloof, Soweto. Rosemary enlis-
ted the support of 120 distinguished UK professional 
musicians who took part in a simultaneous fundraising 
“Busk” at 16 British Rail Stations in aid of the young 
African musicians. A number of similar charitable 
events were held over the next few years. 

In 1997, responding to requests from the local Diep-
kloof community, Rosemary established the Buskaid 
Soweto String Project (BSSP), formed from fi fteen 
members of the original project and a few new begin-
ners. Based in a tiny run-down church offi ce, the little 
‘music school’ was soon overwhelmed with requests 
from local youngsters eager to join. With rapidly in-
creasing numbers, these facilities were woefully in-
adequate; in 1999, assisted by generous grants from 
South African companies and trusts, Buskaid built its 
own dedicated Music School in the grounds of ano-
ther church in Diepkloof. 

The Buskaid Music School, which was recently rena-
med the Buskaid Academy of String Teaching and 
Performance, now offers specialised string tuition to 
approximately 100 youngsters aged between 4 and 
30. Over the years the school has had to turn away 
hundreds of students through lack of resources, and 

in 2002 Buskaid im-
plemented a very 
successful teacher-
training scheme for 
both junior and se-
nior students. Apart 
from Rosemary Nal-
den and Sonja Bass, 
Buskaid’s cello and 
bass teacher, the 
string staff consists 
solely of senior Bus-
kaid students, nine of whom are currently employed 
as assistants to Rosemary and Sonja. They in turn are 
supported by a number of younger trainee teachers.

In fi fteen years the school has produced an outstan-
ding string orchestra which, through numerous ap-
pearances at corporate functions in South Africa, has 
generated signifi cant revenue for the Buskaid Trust. 
Apart from its many regular South African appearan-
ces, the Buskaid Soweto String Ensemble has toured 
internationally twenty times, performing with great 
success in London, Paris, New York, Los Angeles, Hol-
land, Ireland, New Zealand, Botswana, Syria, and Co-
lombia; and as guest artists at the City of London and 
Cheltenham International Festivals (2001 and 2004) 
and the New Haven International Festival of Arts and 
Ideas (2003). In February 2007 the Ensemble travelled 
to Paris with four members of the Cape Town-based 

Rosemary Nalden
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project Dance for All to take part in Sir John Eliot 
Gardiner's "domaine privé" at the Cité de la Musique, 
featuring the music of Jean-Philippe Rameau. Two 
days later the Ensemble presented its own classical 
programme at the Cité, for which it received standing 
ovations and a rave review from Le Monde. 

In July 2007 the Ensemble travelled to London to 
present the Rameau programme at the BBC Proms, 
a performance which was received with tumultuous 
applause and fi ve-star press reviews. The Buskaid 
Ensemble is the fi rst South African orchestra to have 
played at the Proms in its 113 year history. Two years 
later the Ensemble was voted one of the world’s ten 
most inspirational orchestras by the UK’s Gramophone 
magazine. 

The Ensemble has played fi ve times under the baton 
of Sir John Eliot Gardiner, and in collaboration with 
such distinguished artists as Bernarda Fink and Steven 
Isserlis. It has performed several times in the presence 
of Nelson Mandela, for Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 
II, HRH Prince Charles and other members of the Bri-
tish Royal family, as well as for many distinguished for-
eign dignitaries, including the First Lady of the United 
States of America, Mrs Michelle Obama.

In 2009, following successful auditions, two Buskaid 
students, Tiisetso Mashishi and Kabelo Monnathebe 
were awarded substantial scholarships by the Roy-
al Academy of Music (RAM) London, where they are 
currently studying towards Bachelor of Music Per-
formance degrees. A third Buskaid student, Simiso 
Radebe, has also been accepted by the RAM and 
commenced his studies in September 2011. Buskaid’s 

fi rst graduate, founder member Samson Diamond, 
was the Standard Bank Young Artist Award for Music 
winner 2010.

The Buskaid Ensemble has been widely acclaimed for 
its intuitive grasp of classical musical style as well as 
for its unique African sound. It has recorded fi ve CDs, 
of which the fi fth, Crazy, features the Ensemble play-
ing Timothy Kraemer’s unique arrangements of ‘clas-
sic pops’. Soweto Strings, Mark Kidel’s award-winning 
documentary about Buskaid which has been shown 
worldwide, also features Buskaid’s 2007 Paris concert.

Such achievements are a tribute to the youngsters’ 
dedication and discipline, basic requirements for an-
yone wishing to master the complex skill of playing 
a stringed instrument. Inevitably this training has a 
powerful infl uence on all other aspects of their lives. 
Many are high achievers in their academic work. Tho-
se students who battle with problems such as diffi cult 
home circumstances, drug abuse and bereavement, 
fi nd both support and solace at the Music School.  

Whilst providing a fi rst-class training ground for the 
exceptional musical talent to be found throughout 
the townships, Buskaid also challenges its members 
to attain to high standards in all aspects of their lives, 
giving them confi dence and a great sense of optimism 
about their future. In all senses they are role models 
and a fi ne example of how a modest endeavour can 
impact powerfully on both local and international 
communities.

www.buskaid.org.za

Buskaid
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Sunday, 10 February 2013 | CHOREOGRAPHY OF SOUND 
King Kong | 1.00 p.m. – 6.00 p.m.

Presented in cooperation with our long-standing part-
ner, the Goethe Institut in Johannesburg, and led by 
Carlo Mombelli, CHOREOGRAPHY OF SOUND is a 
follow-up event on last year‘s Improvisation Weekend. 
A Spontaneous freestyle chamber music session – 
electro acoustic composition through improvisations 
and solo sketches. The result is a series of performan-
ces and discussions centered around the music-ma-
king strategies of a very diverse group of musicians 
who have over the past decade collaborated with 
Mombelli on various music-making adventures. The 
session will consist of eight musical sets, interspersed 
with panel discussions led by Herby Opland. 

FREE ADMISSION

Musicians who will perform during the session include: 
Carlo Mombelli, sound-design/installation/
 bass & bass manipulations
Siya Makuzeni, voice/ vox-electro
Sydney Mnisi, tenor sax
Justin Badenhorst, drums
Jacob Israel, electronics, samples & homemade synths
Jonathan Crossley, prototype cyber guitar, and bleep
 installation
Herby Opland, panel facilitator

THE DAY IN DETAIL

Permutation 1 
Carlo Mombelli (solo bass and home-made sound installation using 
springs, metal pipes etc)  

Permutation 2 
Dub Trio (Carlo Mombelli, Jonathan Crossley and Justin Badenhorst)

Herby Opland - Question & Answer Session 
Carlo Mombelli, Jonathan Crossley and Justin Badenhorst

Permutation 3 
Siya Makuzeni (solo voice improvisation with electro loops)

Permutation 4 
Jacob Israel (solo improvisation with samples and home-made synthe-
sizers)

Herby Opland - Question & Answer Session 
Siya Makuzeni and Jacob Israel 

Permutation 5 
Carlo Mombelli and The Prisoners of Strange (with Siya Makuzeni, Sydney
Mnisi and Justin Badenhorst) 

Permutation 6
Jonathan Crossley and Jacob Israel (analogue BLEEP improvisations 
using lead pencil feeds into computer manipulations)

Herby Opland - Question & Answer Session 
Everyone 

FINALE - Permutation 7 
Carlo Mombelli and the Prisoners of Strange, with guests Jonathan Cross-
ley and Jacob Israel 

END 

1.00 p.m.

1.30 p.m.

2.00 p.m.

2.30 p.m.

3.00 p.m.

3.30 p.m.

4.00 p.m.

4.45 p.m.

5.15 p.m.

5.45 p.m.

6.00 p.m.
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BIOGRAPHIES

SOLOISTS

JUSTIN BADENHORST, DRUMS
After receiving his Advanced Music Diploma from the Drummers Collec-
tive in New York City in 2008, 27-year-old Justin Badenhorst has made 
his mark at home and internationally, recording and performing world-
wide with bassist ‘Carlo Mombelli & the Prisoners of Strange’, and Mar-
cus Wyatt’s language 12 project. He has toured Europe with Jonathan 
Crossley’s Electric Band, recorded with Zim Ngqawana, and is also the kit 
drummer for two-time South African Music Awards nominee ‘1st Project’, 
performing at many major national and international events, including 
the opening stadium ceremony for the IPL cricket competition in India. 
Stylistically, Justin can move from Nu-Jazz/Funk/DubStep to free colour 
sound painting while still keeping true his musical voice, earning him a full 
endorsement with Yamaha drums, being a featured artist in the Internati-
onal Yamaha Catalogue. 

JONATHAN CROSSLEY, GUITAR
Jonathan Crossley started playing classical guitar at an early age shortly 
after his family immigrated to South Africa from Belfast, Northern Ireland, 
when he was six years old. Since then he has won many music awards, 
including the ‘Concours Panafrican de Musique et des Arts’ International 
Guitar Competition, the overall winner in the ATKV-Forte ’95 competition, 
the fi rst time this competition was won by a guitarist, fi rst prize in the gui-
tar category of the Pretoria Music Society Competition (1993) and overall 
joint winner of the Classical Guitar Society of Southern Africa Competition 
(1997), as well as a SAMA nomination for his recording, ‘Dreams of Skilia’. 
During 1995 he was invited to study under maestro Eliot Fisk in Cordoba, 
Spain, and subsequently studied with composer/guitarist Helmut Jasbar 
in Vienna and jazz with the late jazz guitar guru, Johnny Fourie. 

Crossley is one of the few South African guitarists who are equally adept 
in both the classical and jazz genres. Besides his performances as a soloist 
with the Johannesburg Philharmonic Orchestra, he has worked with many 
local and international musicians, such as Paul Hanmer, Oleta Adams, 
Andy Narell, Johnny Fourie and Marcus Wyatt, to name but a few, and 
performs and records his own music around the world with his band ‘The 
Jonathan Crossley Electric Band’. 

Jonathan has a great interest in ‘Explorations in Electronica’, one of the 
courses that he currently teaches at Wits University where he is comple-
ting a PhD that investigates the technology/body interface. He is aiming 
to develop a new guitar based instrument as part of a greater cybernetic 
performance system. 
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CHRISTOPH GENZ, TENOR
The Erfurt-born tenor Christoph Genz received his fi rst musical training 
as a member of the St. Thomas Boys' Choir in Leipzig. He continued his 
studies in musicology at King’s College, Cambridge, where he was also a 
member of King’s College Choir. He studied voice under Hans-Joachim 
Beyer at the Hochschule für Musik und Theater in Leipzig and with Elisa-
beth Schwarzkopf.
He won fi rst prize at the International Singing Competition in Grimsby, 
England, and the fi rst prize at the International J.S. Bach Competition 
in Leipzig.

Christoph Genz has been engaged for concerts, recitals and opera pro-
ductions in Europe, Asia and the USA, collaborating with such distingu-
ished conductors as Herbert Blomstedt, Giuseppe Sinopoli, Riccardo 
Chailly, Sir Simon Rattle, Kurt Masur, Nicolaus Harnoncourt, Sir John Eliot 
Gardiner, Sir Roger Norrington, Ton Koopmann, Ingo Metzmacher, Ma-
rek Janowski, Markus Stenz, Ludwig Güttler, Daniel Harding, Ivor Bolton, 
Frans Bruggen, Marcus Creed, Thomas Hengelbrock, Helmut Rilling, 
Jesus Lopez-Coboz, Sigiswald Kuijken, Michail Jurowski, Peter Schreier, 
Masaaki Suzuki and Kent Nagano. 
His discography contains more than 50 CD and DVD recordings of ope-
ras, oratorios, songs and arias.

He has given recitals at the Alte Oper Frankfurt, the Louvre in Paris, the 
Wigmore Hall in London, the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, Schubertiade
Hohenems / Feldkirch, Verbier, Davos, Lucerne, Schleswig-Holstein-
Musikfestival and the Sviatoslav-Richter-Festival Moscow.

Christoph Genz was a member of the ensemble of the Basel Theater 
during the 1997/98 season. Guest engagements followed, among them 
Opera de Nancy (Ferrando in Così fan tutte), Theatre des Champs-Elysee, 
Paris (Tamino in Die Zauberfl öte), Opera de Lausanne, Teatro alla Scala 
(under Giuseppe Sinopoli), Semperoper Dresden (Ferrando, Belmonte), 
La Coruña (Tamino), and the opera houses in Leipzig, Cologne and Wies-
baden.

Between 2001/2 and 2004/5 he was an ensemble member of the Ham-
burg State Opera where he appeared in numerous lyric tenor roles.

Highlights in 2011 were a tour with Bach's St. John's Passion under Si-
giswald Kuijken, Bach cantatas together with the Bach Collegium Japan 
under Masaaki Suzuki, St. John's Passion in Montreal under Kent Nagano, 
Mozart's Zaide in Los Angeles, a staged production of Händel's Acis and 
Galatea, staged performances of Schubert songs in Stuttgart, recitals in 
Barcelona and Paris, as well as the return to the Hamburg State Opera 
with Bach's Christmas Oratorio in a production for ballet by John Neu-
meier.

Plans for 2012 included a tour with the Thomanerchor Leipzig and the 
Gewandhaus Orchestra to South Korea, Japan and England (St. Matthew 
Passion), a tour with La Petite Bande / Sigiswald Kuijken (St. Matthew 
Passion), an opera production at the Schwetzingen Festival, as well as 
concerts and recitals at the Musikverein Vienna, the Leipzig Gewandhaus 
and in Cologne, Paris and Amsterdam.

www.christophgenz.com
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JAMES GRACE, GUITAR
KANNA Award winner for Best Male Artist at the 2010 ABSA KKNK, and 
in 2011 KykNET Fiesta Award winner, James Grace is one of South Africa’s 
leading concert artists. In recent years, he has appeared with the Cape 
Philharmonic, the KwaZulu Natal Philharmonic, the Johannesburg Festival 
Orchestra, the Johannesburg Philharmonic and the Free State Symphony 
in concerti by Rodrigo, Villa–Lobos, Giuliani and Vivaldi. 

Last year, James’s concert schedule has taken him throughout South Af-
rica, the U.A.E and Zimbabwe. He was the soloist in Rodrigo’s Concierto 
de Aranjuez with the Cape Philharmonic Orchestra and Pieter Daniel at 
Kirstenbosch’s Summer Concert Series. More recently James joined forces 
with Jonathan Crossley to give the South African premiere of Rodrigo’s 
Concierto Madrigal for two guitars with the Johannesburg Philharmonic 
Orchestra and Alessandro Crudele.

James studied at the Royal College of Music in London as a Foundation 
Scholar with Carlos Bonell. Upon graduating he became the fi rst guitarist 
in the history of the College to receive the Tagore Gold Medal, an annual 
award presented to the most outstanding student.

After spending two years in Doha in the Arabian State of Qatar, where he 
taught guitar at an International Music Centre, James returned to South 
Africa and was appointed Head of Classical Guitar Studies at the Univer-
sity of Cape Town.

James has released his fi fth solo album, World Café, under his own record 
label, Stringwise Records. His previous two releases Sevilla – Music of 
Spain II and Café Latino both topped the Classic FM Top 20 South African 
Charts and earned James SAMA nominations for Best Popular Classical 
Album and Best Instrumental Album respectively.
 
CDs
Granada – Music of Spain CDSTR091 (2005)
Portrait CDSTR071 (2007)
Café Latino CDSTR081 (2008) - SAMA NOMINEE BEST INSTRUMENTAL 
ALBUM
Sevilla – Music of Spain II CDSTR093 (2009) - SAMA NOMINEE BEST 
POPULAR CLASSICAL ALBUM
World Café CDSTR101 (2010) 

www.jamesgrace.co.za
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PAUL HANMER, PIANO

CORNELIA HERRMANN, PIANO

Born in Cape Town in 1961, Paul Hanmer began classical piano and the-
ory lessons in 1970. After two years at the University of Cape Town study-
ing for a BMus degree, Hanmer left to work with guitarist Paul Petersen. In 
1987 Hanmer moved to Johannesburg where he was infl uenced by bands 
such as Sakhile and Bayete.

In Johannesburg Hanmer formed “Unoffi cial Language” with Ian Herman 
(percussion and drums) and Peter Sklair (electric bass). The trio recorded 
‘primal steps’ in 1994, featuring Sklair’s song “Tender Mercies”, and a 
second album, “move moves” in 1996.

Hanmer has recorded with Tananas, Miriam Makeba, Ray Phiri, McCoy 
Mrubata and Pops Mohamed and formed part of Tony Cox’s ‘Cool Fric-
tion Band’ in 1996. In 1999 he performed and recorded with Sheer All 
Stars and produced Gloria Bosman’s debut album “Tranquillity”.

Sheer Sound released Hanmer’s fi rst album as a leader, Trains to Taung, in 
1997. The album features Denis Lalouette, Jethro Shasha, Louis Mhlanga, 
Basi Mahlasela, Neil Ettridge and Andre Abrahamse. Since then he has 
recorded fi ve more albums, Window to Elsewhere (1998), Playola (2000), 
Naivasha (2002), Water and Lights (2005) and Accused No 1: Nelson Man-
dela (2006). A duo album featuring Hanmer with McCoy Mrubata entitled 
“The Boswil Concert” was released in June 2011.

Hanmer has written a string quartet for the Sontonga Quartet and a clari-
net quintet for Robert Pickup, principal clarinetist with the Zurich Opera. 
In addition he has composed a suite of duets for double bass and cello for 
Leon Bosch of the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields, completed three 
pieces for two tubas and accompanying instruments for Anne Jelle Visser 
of the Zurich Opera and Sérgio Carolino, principal tuba with the Oporto 
National Orchestra, and written two duets for violin and harp commissi-
oned by Marc Uys.

Paul Hanmer was the 2012 Johannesburg International Mozart Festival 
Composer-in-Residence.

"She is unusually musical and sensitive -  qualities that are rather rare in 
our musical times." Andràs Schiff

Born into a family of musicians in Salzburg, Cornelia Herrmann studied 
with Imre Rohmann in Salzburg, Noel Flores in Vienna and Ferenc Rados 
in Budapest, and drew further inspiration from Alexander Lonquich, Mur-
ray Perahia, András Schiff and recently Alfred Brendel.

In 1996 she was the youngest fi nalist and winner of the International J. S. 
Bach Competition in Leipzig, and in 1999 gained a special award at the 
International Mozart Competition in Salzburg. In 2002 she gave her début 
at the Salzburg Festival.

Further engagements have taken Cornelia Herrmann to venues including 
the Zurich Tonhalle, Victoria Hall in Geneva, KKL Lucerne, Liederhalle 
Stuttgart, Gewandhaus Leipzig, City Hall Heidelberg, Large Festival Hall 
in Salzburg, Brucknerhaus in Linz, Auditorio Nacional Madrid, Museum 
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of Art in Tel Aviv, Aksanat Istanbul, Sala Sao Paulo, Museo Nacional de 
Arte Mexiko City, Suntory Hall in Tokyo, Vienna Musikverein and Vienna 
Konzerthaus.

Cornelia Herrmann has performed with the Linz Bruckner Orchestra, Ca-
merata Salzburg, Mozarteum Orchestra Salzburg, Israel Chamber Orches-
tra, New Japan Philharmonic Orchestra, NHK Symphony Orchestra, MDR 
Symphony Orchestra, Philharmonie Cosmopolitaine, Tokyo Metropolitan 
Orchestra, Staatsphilharmonie Halle, Vienna Chamber Orchestra and 
Vienna Chamber Philharmonic, under distinguished conductors such as 
Christian Arming, James Judd, Manfred Honeck, Michiyoshi Inoue, Sir 
Neville Marriner, Sir Roger Norrington, Stefan Sanderling, Hubert Sou-
dant, Claudius Traunfellner, Milan Turkovic, Pinchas Steinberg and Mar-
cello Viotti. 

Cornelia Herrmann is also a sought-after chamber musician. Her partners 
are Christian Altenburger, Franz Bartolomey, Mirijam Contzen, Patrick 
Demenga, Christoph Genz, Michel Lethiec, Marko Ylönen, Gewandhaus 
Quartet Leipzig.  In 2010/11 Cornelia Herrmann played a Recital Tour 
troughout Japan and also worked together with the Gewandhaus Quar-
tet Leipzig. She appeared a.o. at Palau de la Musica Barcelona, at Vien-
na Konzerthaus and at Music Festivals such as 'Loisiarte', 'Schwäbischer 
Frühling', 'Schloss Cappenberg', 'Grafenegg'.  In 2011/12 she performed 
amongst others with the Württembergische Philharmonie Reutlingen un-
der Ola Rudner, the Florida Orchestra under Stefan Sanderling and the 
Pacifi c Music Festival Orchestra under Fabio Luisi.

In December 2012 her new recording with J.S.Bach's French Suites was 
released. In 2013 Cornelia Herrmann will play concerts a.o. in Johannes-
burg, Cape Town, Nagoya, Tokyo, Washington, Toledo, Annapolis, Hong-
kong, Montreal and Vienna.

www.corneliaherrmann.com 

ERICH OSKAR HUETTER, CELLO
Born in 1973, Erich Oskar Huetter studied with Hildgund Posch at the 
University of Music in Graz and Reinhard Latzko at the Musikakademie in 
Basel where in 1999 he gained the soloist's diploma and teacher’s diplo-
ma (both with highest distinction). 

He then went on to study with the exceptional cellists Janos Starker at 
Indiana University and Ralph Kirshbaum at the Royal Northern College 
of Music in Manchester and got further artistic stimulation through Misha 
Maisky at the Accademia Chigiana Siena. 

While still a student, Erich won numerous prizes at international compe-
titions.

He performed as a soloist under important conductors such as Daniel 
Barenboim.

As a soloist, Erich Oskar Huetter performed in major concert halls, in-
cluding Musikverein and Konzerthaus (Vienna), Mozarteum (Salzburg), 
Brucknerhaus (Linz), Beethoven House (Bonn), Royal Castle (Warsaw), Lisi-
nski Hall (Zagreb), Kennedy Center and Library of Congress (Washington), 
UN-Headquarters and Austrian Culture Forum (New York City), Vaticano 
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(Rom), Imola (Emilia Romagna Festival), Jin Mao Concert Hall and Shang-
hai Conservatory (Shanghai), Casino (Basel), Bukarest (Sonoro Festival), 
Stefaniensaal (Graz), Jerusalem Music Center, Philharmonie (Berlin), Glo-
cke (Bremen), Valencia (Philharmonic Hall), National Conservatory Singa-
pore and Schleswig Holstein Musik Festival.

He is regularly giving masterclasses at various universities, as well as at 
the International Summer Academy Stift Admont (www.kammermusik.
co.at).

Erich Oskar Huetter is a member of the Hyperion Ensemble, a classical 
string sextet, and the TrioVanBeethoven Vienna. In recitals he is perfor-
ming with the known pianist Paul Gulda.

Erich Oskar Huetter is founder and artistic director of the renowned “Sty-
rian Chamber Music Festival” and the festival “Sounding Jerusalem” in 
the Old City of Jerusalem. “Sounding Jerusalem” presents a European 
chamber music festival, as well as an intercultural platform for young mu-
sicians from Palestine, Israel and Europe. (www.soundingjerusalem.com)

Numerous appearances on radio and television as well as CD recordings 
made him known to a wider public.

www.erichoskarhuetter.com 

JACOB ISRAEL, GADGETS AND 
ELECTRONICA

A self-taught electronic musician from Pretoria, Jacob has been produ-
cing music since 2000. So far, he has released two albums, “My Paper 
Nautilus” (2005) and “Birthright” (2008) and he’s currently working on a 
third release for this year.

He has collaborated with SAMA award winners, Lark, to produce a remix 
for them on the release of their debut EP. Additionally, Jacob has also 
done remixes for kidofdoom and produced for spoken word artist Ajax. 
In 2006 he was featured in SL magazine as a highlight for Oppikoppi and 
has received much praise for his two releases in several reviews.

He worked with Louis Minnaar to produce “Henri”, an animation that won 
the M-Net Edit Award for Best Animation 2007. His music video for “Her 
Narnian Horse Analogy”, produced by Louis Minnaar, was offi cially selec-
ted for the Imago 2008 fi lm festival.

Jacob is currently working on new multi touch audio performances and he 
loves to stay up until the wee hours of the morning, burning his retinas to 
create novel and wonderful gadgets for stuff. 
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ANDREAS KERN, PIANO
Born in South Africa, Andreas Kern studied piano in Cologne and Berlin 
with Günter Ludwig and Pascal Devoyon. As a soloist and chamber musi-
cian, he has extensive experience in Europe, Canada, South Africa, Hong 
Kong, China, Japan and India.

Keen to present classical music in unconventional ways, Andreas has 
developed concert projects and formats that often feature unorthodox 
venues, or whereby musicians collaborate with artists in other fi elds, such 
as theatre and dance. Such performances have drawn a much wider and 
younger audience than traditional classical concerts.

He has created the critically acclaimed “arte lounge” for the French-Ger-
man TV channel Arte. As a co-host, he has performed with musicians, 
including Misha Maisky, Renaud Capuçon, Sol Gabetta, Sarah Chang, 
Vadim Repin, Nils Mönkemeyer, Elina Garanca and Jörg Widmann. An-
dreas was also the architect of the Piano City Berlin Festival 2010, which 
featured more than 100 piano performances held in Berlin within one 
weekend. Since then, Piano City has branched out to other cities such as 
Milan and Barcelona.

KEVIN KRAAK, PIANO & ORGAN
Kevin Kraak was born in Cape Town in 1982. Educated at St. George's 
Grammar School and SACS, he studied organ with Prof. Shirley Gie at the 
University of Cape Town and obtained a First Class pass in his fi nal public 
recital. Kevin was also a boy chorister in the Cape Town Cathedral Choir 
under Dr Barry Smith and participated in the choir's numerous recordings 
for BBC Radio 3 Evensongs, BBC TV4 broadcasts and SABC worldwide 
broadcasts in services attended by Queen Elizabeth II and the then Presi-
dent and Deputy Presidents, Mandela, Mbeki and De Klerk.
 
Kevin has conducted the UCT Choir on tours in 2005 and 2006, as well as 
touring Europe as accompanist of the University of Johannesburg Choir 
in 2006. He has been the keyboard player in orchestras for theatrical pro-
ductions, including Phantom of the Opera and The Lion King in Gauteng, 
and is active in the fi eld of freelance work.
 
He plays organ, piano and harpsichord for the Johannesburg Festival 
Orchestra when required. He has frequently accompanied the Chanti-
cleer Singers on organ and is the offi cial accompanist and assistant choir 
master of the Symphony Choir of Johannesburg, as well as organist of St. 
Columba's Presbyterian Church in Parkview. 
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ERIC LE SAGE, PIANO
Eric Le Sage is established as one of the leading pianists of his genera-
tion and a famous representative of the French piano school, regularly 
boasted for his very subtle sound, his real sense of structure and poetic 
phrasing. Already when he was 20 years old, the Financial Times had 
described him as “an extremely cultivated disciple of the great French tra-
dition of Schumann playing”. In 2010, Die Zeit praised his “ideal French 
piano aesthetics and clarity”.

In 2010 Eric Le Sage very successfully came to the end of a project 
that he had cherished and prepared for a long time: recording Robert 
Schumann’s complete works for piano. He has been invited to perform in 
this context in various venues around the world, including the Louisiana 
Museum of Arts in Denmark for a 10-concert series until 2010, the Théâtre 
du Châtelet in Paris, Salle Pleyel for a carte blanche in 2008, the Théâtre 
des Champs-Elysées for a recital in 2010, the Schumann Festival in Düs-
seldorf, La Roque d’Anthéron, la Folle Journée, St. Magnus Festival and  
the Warsaw Beethoven Festival for the Schumann year, among other ve-
nues throughout the world. These recordings for the independent French 
label Alpha were awarded the very prestigious Jahrespreis der deutschen 
Schallplattenkritik in 2010. Reviewers from the world over have written 
elated comments about what is already cited as a reference in the history 
of Schumann recordings.

Eric Le Sage has performed recitals and chamber music concerts in such 
major venues as  la Roque d’Anthéron, Festival International de Men-
ton, Potsdam Sanssouci, Théâtre du Châtelet, Salle Pleyel, Wigmore Hall, 
Suntory Hall, Carnegie Hall, Schwartzenberg’s Schubertiade, Ludwigs-
burg Festival, Frankfurt’s Alte Oper, Dublin’s celebrity series, Louisiana 
Museum of Arts, Cologne’s Philharmonie, Amsterdam’s Concertgebouw, 
... as well as various venues in Germany, Italy, Spain, the United-Kingdom, 
South America, the United-States and Japan. 

Eric Le Sage is invited to perform as a soloist with the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic, the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, the 
Saint-Louis Symphony Orchestra, the SWR Symphony Orchestra, the Bre-
men Philharmonic Orchestra, the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, the 
Gothenburg Philharmonic, the Rotterdam Philharmonic, the NHK Sym-
phony Orchestra, the Dresden Philharmonic, the Orchestre National du 
Capitole de Toulouse, the Zwickau Symphony Orchestra, the Netherlands 
Radio Symphony Orchestra, the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio 
France, the Orchestre National d’Ile de France, the Orchestre Philharmo-
nique de Liège and the Munich Chamber Orchestra, with conductors like 
Edo de Waart, Stéphane Denève, Louis Langrée, Michel Plasson, Michael 
Stern and Sir Simon Rattle.

Most of Eric Le Sage’s recordings for RCA-BMG, Naïve, EMI and now 
Alpha were highly acclaimed and awarded the most sought after rewards 
in France: Diapason d’Or de l’Année, Choc de l’Année Classica, Choc du 
Monde de la Musique, Grand Prix du Disque, Recording of the Month in 
Fono Forum and Gramophone, Victoire de la Musique. 

Born in Aix en Provence, Eric Le Sage was the winner of major inter-
national competitions, such as Porto in 1985 and the Robert Schumann 
competition in Zwickau, in 1989.  He was also a prize-winner at the Leeds 
International competition the same year, which allowed him to perform 
under the baton of Sir Simon Rattle. 
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ANDISWA MAKANA, MEZZO-SOPRANO
Andiswa Makana was born in Port Elizabeth, a town in the Eastern Cape 
Province of South Africa. She started singing at a very young age, by the 
age of 10 she was chosen to represent her province by singing in the Eas-
tern Cape Children’s Choir and later also in the Eastern Cape Youth Choir 
where she was chosen to sing as a soloist in both these choirs, which tra-
velled internationally annually. After matriculating she studied Drama and 
Musical Theatre at Stageworld Theatre College in Port Elizabeth where 
she obtained a Certifi cate from the London Trinity College. She is cur-
rently registered as a BTech (Degree) student at the Tshwane University 
of Technology, Pretoria, where she is studying Vocal Art (opera studies). 
While at TUT she has done the following opera roles: Micaela in Carmen 
by Bizet, Mimi in Puccini's La Bohème, Gertrude in Hänsel und Gretel by 
Humperdinck. Professionally she has sung the roles of the Second Maiden 
in Mzilikazi Khumalo's Princess Magogo ka Dinuzulu and Winnie Madiki-
zela Mandela (understudy) in Bongani Ndodana-Breen's new opera which 
was premiered in South Africa in 2011. 

She participated in the 2011 ATKV Singing Competition, where she 
obtained the third overall prize. She also had the privilege of participa-
ting in her fi rst international singing competition, the China Internatio-
nal Vocal Competition in Ningbo. She also has sung the soprano role in 
Rossini's Petite Messe Solennelle. In 2012 she has premiered in Phelelani 
Mnomiya's opera Ziyankomo and the Forbidden Fruit, performing the 
role of The Second Gossiper.

SIYA MAKUZENI, VOICE AND TROMBONE
At 30 years old, Siya has been honing her vocal and trombone artistry 
for many years with A-list South African musicians, such as Marcus Wyatt, 
McCoy Mrubata, Carlo Mombelli’s Prisoners of Strange, Feya Faku, Tlale 
Makhene, Khaya Mahlangu, Sibongile Khumalo, and many more - inclu-
ding her own project, Ippyfüz. 

Starting on trombone at High School in East London, she is known for 
her unique experimental, edgy, but pure intonation, using electronics to 
enhance and manipulate her voice. She has performed in some of the 
biggest jazz events around the world from the Cape Town International 
Jazz Festival to the Stockholm Jazz Festival to Paris and Vienna. She has 
been featured on many recordings, e.g., in her work in Germany with 
Themba Mkhize and the SWR Big Band, and in Italy where she contribu-
ted to the soundtrack of Forse Dio è Malato (Maybe God is Ill) with the 
Oscar-winning company CAM Scores. 
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SIYABONGA MAQUNGO, TENOR
Siyabonga has been singing all his life. Born in Soweto, Gauteng, he won 
the North West University Singing Competition in three consecutive years 
between 2009 and 2012. He is currently fi nishing his studies at the North 
West University under the guidance of Dr. Conroy Cupido as his voice 
teacher.

Siyabonga is a member of the FNB 20 Tenors, an initiative funded by 
FNB. This group has performed to great acclaim under Richard Cock at 
RMB Starlight Classics in Johannesburg and Cape Town. He also won a 
scholarship to the Schleswig Holstein Festival Choir based in Germany, 
which enabled him to work with Rolf Beck and Paul McCreesh – both in 
rehearsal and concert settings. 

Siyabonga has participated in masterclasses with the likes of Jeremy 
Ovenden, Prof. Kobie van Rensburg, Barbara Hill Moore and Paul Mc-
Creesh. During last year’s Johannesburg International Mozart Festival 
Siyabonga took part in a masterclass with Prof. Josef Protschka and was 
chosen for a scholarship to study at the Musikhochschule in Cologne, 
Germany, for one year.

His concert activities are very diverse: in 2009 he was chosen to sing at 
the Cricket ICC World Championships held in South Africa. He also sang 
at the inauguration of President Jacob Zuma in 2009 and at the celebra-
tions for President Nelson Mandela’s birthday at Nelson Mandela Square 
in Sandton.

Siyabonga sang Acis in Handel’s opera Acis and Galatea in 2010 un-
der the directorship of Prof. Kobie van Rensburg, Handel’s Messiah, 
Rossini’s Stabat Mater, Roux’ Coming Home Cantata, Bach’s Magnifi cat, 
St. Matthews Passion, Coleridge-Taylor’s Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast and 
Mozart’s Requiem. 

He regularly performs with the Johannesburg Festival Orchestra under 
Richard Cock and is part of the Chamber Choir of South Africa.
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SYDNEY ACE MNISI, SAXOPHONE AND FLUTE
Artistic genius, so the popular sentiment goes, always manifests itself at a 
tender age. Very rarely does one get into the game at a relatively advan-
ced age and then fully blossom. But it does happen, once in a while. Ask 
those who have played with Sydney Ace Mnisi, who have watched him 
at his most spiritual and possessed and ready to explore every musical 
note known and unknown to man, and they will tell you that yes, it does 
happen, once in a while. 

Born in Edenvale, Sydney Ace Mnisi decided at the age of 28 that his 
future lay in his love for jazz.  After taking the big step of quitting his fi tter 
and turner job at the giant metals company, Scaw Metals, he enrolled at 
Fuba Music Academy to study the tenor sax. Today he is one of South 
Africa’s most respected saxophonist who has played all over the world 
with the likes of Abdullah Ibrahim, Bheki Mseleku, Jonas Gwangwa, Hugh 
Masekela, the late guitar maestro, Alan Kwela, and Caiphus Semenya, to 
name just a few. He can be heard on many recordings, including his own 
’Sydney Ace Mnisi - 20 Years celebration’.

www.sydneymnisi.co.za 

CARLO MOMBELLI, MUSICIAN
South African bassist/composer Carlo Mombelli started his professional 
playing career in the band of one of South Africa’s most important jazz 
guitarists, the late Johnny Fourie. In 1985 Carlo started the group ‘Abs-
tractions’, developing and performing his original compositions at weekly 
gigs in downtown Johannesburg clubs like Jameson’s and Kippies, as well 
as a weekly midnight solo bass set at the Black Sun in Berea. His band 
Abstractions recorded for Shifty records.

Carlo has since recorded and performed at many festivals around the 
world, including the Rome International Villa Celimontana Jazz Festival, 
the Stockholm Jazz Festival, the Moers and the ‘Leipziger Jazztage’ festi-
vals in Germany, as well as the Paris Banlieues Bleues festival, with Egber-
to Gismonti, Lee Konitz, Mick Goodrick, Charlie Mariano, and the ‘Ethel 
String Quartet’, amongst others. 

Back home he can be heard as a bassist on many South African recordings 
with Tony Cox, Johnny Fourie, Tlale Makhene, Zim Ngqawana, Marcus 
Wyatt, Simphiwe Dana, Sibongile Khumalo and Miriam Makeba, to name 
but a few. Besides the many ballets that have been choreographed to his 
music, he has also recorded several CDs and DVDs of his own works and 
has been nominated three times for a SAMA (South African Music Awards). 

He has given composition and performance workshops around the world, 
from the Munich Richard Strauss Conservatory to the ‘Berklee College of 
Music’ in Boston, USA. Carlo’s book ‘Mombelli’s Intergalactic Bass Program 
– Volume 1’ 2011, is published by Real African Publishers, Johannesburg. 

Carlo currently teaches jazz studies and composition at The University of 
the Witwatersrand (Wits) Johannesburg, where he received his doctorate 
in composition (DMus) in 2009.

www.carlomombelli.com 
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KIRSTY NDAWO, DANCE
Born and raised in KwaZulu Natal, Durban, Kirsty Ndawo began dance 
training at an early age in classical ballet. Further on in her training she 
turned to contemporary African dance at the Phenduka Dance School 
and Flatfoot Dance Company as a way of expanding her dance voca-
bulary. There she also developed a vivid interest in other dance forms. 
In 2010, Kirsty Ndawo moved to Cape Town to continue her studies in 
contemporary dance and classical ballet at the UCT School of Dance.

Whilst studying in Cape Town, Kirsty Ndawo appeared in performances of 
Qaphela Caesar by Jay Pather. The 2012 Grahamstown Town Arts Festival 
brought her together with choreographer / performer Mamela Nyamza 
in her piece OkuyaPhantsi Kwempumlo (also known as The Meal) which 
received a Standard Bank Ovation Award. In the same year, Kirsty Ndawo 
received her Certifi cate in Performing Arts from the UCT.

NOMBUSO NDLANDLA, SOPRANO
Nombuso Ndlandla hails from a small town called Piet Retief, Mpumalan-
ga. She holds a Diploma in Music from the North West University and is 
currently studying for a BMus Degree in Music.

Nombuso’s singing path started at the age of 13 at Amadlelo Aluhlaza 
Secondary school. In 2009, Nombuso joined the Chamber Choir of South 
Africa under the leadership of Michael Dingaan. Other conductors she 
has worked with include Richard Cock and Mokale Koapeng.

Nombuso has performed as a soloist in Handel’s Messiah, Mendelssohn’s 
Elijah, Vivaldi’s Gloria and Britten’s Noye's Fludde, Purcell’s King Arthur 
and Dido and Aeneas.

She has participated in masterclasses with Barbara Hill Moore, Erica Eloff, 
Kobie van Rensburg, Jacques le Roux, Jacques Imbrailo and Prof. Josef 
Protschka. Her voice teachers and coaches include Pierre Du Toit, Mandie 
de Villiers Schutte and Dr. Conroy Cupido.

Nombuso Ndlandla currently obtained a one-year scholarship from the 
Johannesburg International Mozart Festival, which will enable her to stu-
dy at the Musikhochschule in Cologne, Germany, beginning in autumn 
2013. 
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MAMELA NYAMZA, DANCE
Born in Gugulethu in Cape Town, Mamela Nyamza trained as a dancer at 
the ZAMA DANCE SCHOOL and later at the Pretoria Dance Technikon 
where she received a National Diploma in Ballet. In 1998 she received 
a scholarship to further her studies in dance at the ALVIN Ailey Ameri-
can Dance centre. After her graduation Mamela joined the State Theatre 
Dance Company where she performed nationally and internationally.

Whilst appearing as a dancer in major international musicals, such as The 
Lion King, We Will Rock You and African Footprints, Mamela Nyamza 
simultaneously started to develop her own artistic practice, developing 
choreographies which deal with important political and social issues of 
today’s South Africa.
Since 2006 she has dedicated her career to her own choreography which 
brought about autobiographical works such as HATCH, KUTHENI, SHIFT 
and HATCHED. All of these works have been part of the Johannesburg’s 
Dance Umbrella. HATCHED was also part of the Dance Umbrella in the 
UK at The Place in 2011. 

Mamela Nyamza has appeared at The Bates Dance Festival and in Slo-
venia, in Italy and Switzerland, running workshops and performances. In 
2012, she directed a hip hop dance theatre - the fi rst of its kind in South 
Africa. Her most recent work OKUYA PHANTSI KWEMPUMLO was awar-
ded The Standard Bank Ovation Award at the National Arts Festival in 
2012. 
In her most recent project, Mamela Nyamza collaborated with the UK-
based artist Mojisola Adebayo in I STAND CORRECTED which was premi-
ered in South Africa and ran at the Oval House in London for three weeks.

ROBERT PICKUP, CLARINET
Robert Pickup is principal clarinettist of the Philharmonia Zurich Orchestra 
of the Zurich Opera House. Before joining the Philharmonia Zurich in 1999, 
he was co-principal clarinettist of the Brabants Orchestra in Holland and 
the National Symphony Orchestra of the SABC. Robert is also principal 
clarinettist of the period instrument orchestra La Scintilla. With this orches-
tra he has performed on baroque, classical and romantic clarinets and has 
appeared as a soloist in major concert halls in Europe and North America. 
Robert plays as a guest in other orchestras, including the Royal Concert-
gebouw Orchestra in Amsterdam, the City of Birmingham Symphony Or-
chestra, the Chamber Orchestra of Europe and Concentus Musicus Wien.

Robert attended Pro Arte High School in Pretoria and went on to comple-
te a BMus (musicology) and a Performers' Licentiate at UNISA. His clari-
net teachers were Herbert Klein and Mario Trinchero. Robert won seve-
ral music competitions in South Africa, including the SASOL Music Prize, 
the SABC Music Prize, the Jim Joel Scholarship and the UNISA Overseas 
Scholarship. This enabled him to further his studies with Thomas Friedli 
in Geneva, where he obtained the Diplome de Virtuosité. While studying 
in Geneva, Robert played in the Gustav Mahler Youth Orchestra and was 
awarded fi rst prize in the international chamber music competition Decou-
verte Musicora in Paris.

In addition to his orchestral and solo work, Robert particularly enjoys play-
ing chamber music. He is a member of Ensemble Kontraste Zürich, La 
Scintilla dei Fiati, Kammer-Solisten Zug and the Swiss Wind Soloists.
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REINER SCHNEIDER-WATERBERG, BARITONE

Born in Ga-Rankuwa, North-West of Pretoria, Thabo Rapoo’s dancing 
career began in 1987 with a Pantsula group called aMajita, incorpora-
ting acting with a variation of dance forms. In 1998, he joined Tlokwe 
Sehume’s band, Medu, where he learnt to play drums and percussion. In 
2002 the band was nominated in three categories at the South African 
Music Awards. 

In the same year he was awarded a scholarship to the Johannesburg 
Dance Foundation where he completed a three-year diploma in dance, 
covering a wide range of styles. He was taught by the likes of Graham 
Davies and Eugene Berry. Thabo choreographed a solo for his graduation 
which he also performed at the Arts Alive Festival in 2001. 

Thabo’s professional dance career began in 2002 when he entered two 
works in the FNB Vita Dance Umbrella. He subsequently performed his 
solo, Umdudo, at the FNB Vita Dance and at the Grahamstown National 
Art Festival in April 2002. He was thereafter invited to join Moving into 
Dance Mophatong (MIDM) as an aspirant in the same year.

He currently performs as a freelance dancer, teacher and choreograp-
her. Thabo is an Afro-fusion and contemporary dance teacher to both the 
company and the Further Education and Training (FET) students at MIDM 
where he also lectures anatomy and principles of body conditioning. 

Reiner was born in Namibia, attended the local Deutsche Schule Otjiwa-
rongo and then Michaelhouse, where he obtained the best matric results 
in Natal. He then studied at Stellenbosch University where he completed 
three degrees cum laude and received the faculty medal. He also sang 
in the University Choir. He was subsequently awarded a scholarship to 
Cambridge to study International Relations. There he sang in the Trinity 
College Choir and established himself as a counter-tenor soloist. He fi -
nally left his academic pursuits behind to study singing at the Mozarteum 
in Salzburg and the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis in Basel, Switzerland. It 
was here that he started to retrain the baritone range of his voice. As a 
soloist he has worked with numerous formations. Recitals of song and me-
lodrama remain a particular priority. In 2003 he joined the vocal ensemble 
Singer Pur, Germany’s leading vocal ensemble that has performed in over 
40 countries and in recent years has won the prestigious ECHO Klassik 
prize three times.

THABO RAPOO, DANCE
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TANJA “TANIMA” SCHMID, DANCE
Born in Graz, Austria, Tanja ("Tanima") Schmid received her fi rst ballet 
lessons at the age of 5. Classically trained under the direction of Diana 
Ungureanu, Tanima graduated from the academies of the renowned Graz 
Opera and State Opera Ballet Vienna. During those years she appeared 
in numerous productions and performances, such as The Nutcracker and 
The Magic Flute.

Exploring new ways of physical expression, Tanima became involved in 
contemporary dance, dance theatre, modern dance (after Martha Gra-
ham) and pole art. Tanima is not only an active dancer, but also a teacher. 
She recently set out as a pedagogue for free improvisation, dance theatre 
and classical ballet. 

NOZUKO TETO, SOPRANO
South-African soprano Nozuko Teto was born in Bizana, Eastern Cape. 
She obtained her Bachelor of Music from the University of KwaZulu Natal 
as a student of Colleen Philp. In 2010, she received her Artist Diploma 
from the University of Cape Town as a student of Kamal Khan and Virginia 
Davids. 

Her operatic roles include the Marschallin in Strauss’ Der Rosenkavalier, 
Adina in Donizetti’s L’Elisir d’Amore and Madame Cortese in Rossini’s Il 
Viaggio a Reims, working with famous South-African directors like Angelo 
Gobbato, Matthew Wild and Christine Crouse. Oratorio performances in-
clude Rossini’s Stabat Mater, Bach’s Magnifi cat and Mendelssohn’s Elijah. 
In 2010 she participated in the Hans Gabor Belvedere Competition in 
Vienna and, as a result, was invited to the International Opernwerkstatt in 
Switzerland. In 2011 she was a participant in the Cape Town Opera Studio 
where she sang the title role in Puccini’s Suor Angelica, Evelyn in Mandela 
Trilogy (a tribute to the life of Nelson Mandela - which she also recently 
sang on a tour of the United Kingdom in addition to Clara in Gershwin’s 
Porgy and Bess) and the soprano in Rewind: A Cantata for Voice, Tape, 
and Testimony by Phillip Miller. She has also sung the role of the Countess 
in Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro in a co-production with Brown University in 
the US and the University of Cape Town. 

Ms. Teto has been awarded numerous scholarships from the Mellon Foun-
dation, the Apollo Trust, the Out of Africa Trust and the Claude Leon 
Foundation. Thanks to a scholarship from the Nicolai Ghiaurov Found-
ation she is able to study with the famous soprano Mirella Freni at her 
CUBEC Academy. During this past year in Italy, she sang in many concerts 
at the Teatro Comunale Pavarotti in Modena with the Puccini Festival 
Orchestra, in Amsterdam with the Concertgebouw Orchestra, with the 
Rotterdam Symphony, and she made her debut as Mimi in La Bohème in 
South Africa. In December 2012, she sang the role of the Countess in Le 
Nozze di Figaro in Italy.
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FLORIAN UHLIG, PIANO
Florian Uhlig is "one of the most individual and imaginative young pia-
nists of our time" (Musical Opinion). He is renowned for his creative re-
sourcefulness and his wide-ranging repertoire from Bach to contemporary 
composers, which he combines in inventive and original programmes. 
Constantly searching to explore the possibilities of musical expression, 
Uhlig is also dedicated to composition, improvisation, musicological re-
search and projects with literature.

Born in Düsseldorf, Florian Uhlig gave his fi rst solo recital at the age of 
twelve. He studied with Peter Feuchtwanger and continued his studies at 
the Royal College of Music and at the Royal Academy of Music in London.
The pianist has won numerous international prizes, including the Euro-
pean Cultural Prize, conferred by the Fondation Européenne de la Cul-
ture, the Stephen Arlen Memorial Award, bestowed by the English Natio-
nal Opera, and the Queen Elizabeth Rose Bowl. The Munich Tageszeitung 
awarded him, three times consecutively, the critics’ prize for outstanding 
contributions to the arts.

Florian Uhlig made his orchestral debut at the Barbican in London in 
1997. Since then he has performed extensively in major venues in Ams-
terdam, Beijing, Berlin, Brussels, Cape Town, Caracas, Cologne, Dresden, 
Hong Kong, Istanbul, Johannesburg, London, Luxembourg, Munich, New 
York, Paris, Prague, Reykjavik, Salzburg, Seoul, Venice, Vienna and Wa-
shington. Festival invitations include Beethovenfest Bonn, Ludwigsburger 
Schloßfestspiele, MDR-Musiksommer, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Festi-
val, France Musiques Paris, Schleswig-Holstein, Schwetzinger Festspiele 
and Festwochen Vienna.

Florian Uhlig has appeared with orchestras such as the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, Beijing Symphony Orchestra, Deutsche Radio Philharmonie, 
Dresden Philharmonic, Munich Symphony, Stuttgart Philharmonic, Bay-
rischer Rundfunk Chamber Orchestra, Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra and 
Vienna Chamber Orchestra.
Engagements also included performances of Krzysztof Penderecki's Pia-
no Concerto with the Iceland Symphony Orchestra and the Simon Bolivar 
Youth Orchestra of Venezuela under the baton of the composer.

In addition to his work as a soloist, Florian Uhlig is a much sought-after 
chamber musician and lied pianist. He was the last partner of the legen-
dary baritone Hermann Prey and has collaborated with Mirijam Contzen, 
Alban Gerhardt, Dietrich Henschel, Alina Ibragimova, Josef Protschka, 
Julian Steckel, Ruth Waterman and Sir Willard White, the Consortium 
Classicum, the Philharmonia Quartet Berlin, the Nomos and Minguet 
Quartets, as well as with actors Helmut Berger, Cornelia Froboess and 
Gudrun Landgrebe.

Florian Uhlig has recorded for EMI and Hänssler Classic (complete works 
for piano and orchestra by Dmitri Shostakovich and Robert Schumann; 
currently complete works for piano solo by Robert Schumann and Mau-
rice Ravel). He has given masterclasses and lectures at the Royal College 
of Music, London, the Kwangju Art University, South Korea, the Conserva-
toire de Neuchâtel, Switzerland, and the Universities of Aberdeen, Bath, 
Cape Town, Hong Kong and Johannesburg.

www.fl orian-uhlig.com 
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RUTH WATERMAN, VIOLIN
English violinist Ruth Waterman’s memorable performances over many 
years have been acknowledged by her inclusion in the book 'The Great 
Violinists'. She is also known for her engaging way of exploring music in 
her lecture-recitals and radio programmes; and for her work in Bosnia, as 
described in her book, ‘When Swan Lake Comes to Sarajevo’, which The 
Observer named Book of the Year 2012.

Her concerts have taken her throughout the UK and US, and in Germany, 
France, Spain, Portugal, Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy and Israel, among 
others. She has performed on BBC television at the Proms, at the Royal 
Festival Hall where she was once presented to the Queen, on New York’s 
Great Performers at Lincoln Center, and on Russian State Television in 
the galleries of the Hermitage in St. Petersburg, the fi rst British violinist 
to play there. Concerto performances have been with such orchestras as 
the London Symphony, BBC Symphony, English Chamber and Orpheus 
Chamber Orchestras.

Ruth Waterman was fi rst propelled into the limelight when she substi-
tuted at short notice for Nathan Milstein at the Bath Festival, playing a 
Mozart Concerto under the baton of Yehudi Menuhin. A few years later, 
she gave her New York debut with Rosalyn Tureck before a huge audience 
in Central Park, followed by a recital in Carnegie Hall’s International Artists 
series.

Waterman’s distinguished reputation as a revelatory Bach interpreter is 
confi rmed by her recordings of the solo Sonatas & Partitas, and the com-
plete Sonatas with keyboard (both on Meridian), the latter a winner of 
Critic’s Choice in Gramophone. Throughout her career, her all-Bach pro-
grammes have been much in demand, from Wigmore Hall to Avery Fisher 
Hall to the Aldeburgh Festival (at the personal invitation of Benjamin Brit-
ten). In addition to the complete works of Bach, she frequently performs 
the complete sonata cycles of Beethoven, Schubert and Schumann, and 
loves to resurrect works that are out-of-print and out-of-favour, from Elgar 
to Gershwin.

Ruth Waterman has broadcast on radio stations in many countries, and 
has presented talks on the BBC. In 1988, she began presenting a radio 
programme on WNYC in New York on the issues of music interpretation, 
which developed into her popular presentations, Ruth Waterman Explo-
res & Performs. These have been produced on the concert platform by 
Wigmore Hall and Lincoln Center’s Mostly Mozart Festival, as well as in 
France, Germany, Israel and Russia; and they have been featured on the 
cable television channel Artsworld.

Ruth Waterman is now turning her hand more and more to conducting. 
In 2003, St. Petersburg’s Hermitage featured her as both soloist and con-
ductor in an all-Mozart programme. Her work in Bosnia, where she has 
regularly conducted the Mostar Sinfonietta, prompted BBC Radio 4 to 
invite her to present a documentary in which she interviewed local musi-
cians about their experiences during and after the war. Her book about 
life there was recommended by The Strad as “moving and inspirational 
… essential reading”.
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Waterman’s commitment to educating the next generation has resulted 
in her teaching at the Royal Academy of Music, and, during the many 
years that she lived in New York, at Queens College, City University of 
New York, where she was professor of violin and chamber music. Now she 
frequently gives master classes and seminars during her travels, including 
Juilliard, Oxford University (Wolfson College Lectures), St. Petersburg 
Conservatory, Jerusalem Academy of Music, Royal Northern College of 
Music, New England Conservatory and many more. 

www.ruthwaterman.com 

CONDUCTORS

RICHARD COCK
Since returning to South Africa Richard Cock has been an SABC producer, 
Director of Music at St. Mary’s Cathedral, Director of the Chanticleer Sin-
gers and the Symphony Choir of Johannesburg, and a conductor of note.

Having gained experience as Personnel Manager of the NSO in the eigh-
ties, Richard Cock became Artistic Director of that Orchestra from 1991 
- 1999. Before this he had been Director of the Transvaal Chamber Or-
chestra from 1987 - 1991 and this orchestra ceased to operate when he 
became Artistic Director in 1991.

During that time the symphony concerts grew in popularity and scope 
and Richard managed to take the orchestra out of the concert hall to 
varied venues, from Cape Town to Cairo. They truly became the Natio-
nal Symphony Orchestra performing both in small towns and large cities 
throughout South Africa and its neighbouring territories, as well as ma-
king a memorable tour to Cairo.

He continues this work throughout South Africa – in particular with the 
Johannesburg Festival Orchestra, and, with his irrepressible and ebulli-
ent nature, to bring music to tens of thousands of people and to make 
converts to the cause of orchestral and choral music in particular, and of 
‘music’, in its broadest sense, in general.

Richard is equally at home making music with children in a classroom, 
with leading soloists of the day in the concert hall, with choirs in churches, 
or with the orchestra in tulip fi elds. Amongst others he has worked with 
Julian Lloyd-Webber, Lynn Harrell, Joshua Bell, Lesley Garrett and Patricio 
Buanne.  He has also worked closely with Luciano Pavarotti and the Three 
Tenors on their South African Tour.

www.richardck.co.za 
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NICOL MATT
Nicol Matt, one of Germany’s few new generation conductors enjoying 
international reputation, was born in 1970 in the Black Forest region of 
Germany and studied Lutheran church music, conducting, vocal coa-
ching, score reading at the piano and singing at the music academies 
of Stuttgart and Strasbourg. He is conductor of the Chamber Choir of 
Europe. Since 2001, he has also conducted the Amadeus Choir. These 
two choirs have given numerous concerts around the world.

Almost one hundred CD productions – for Brilliant Classics, Bayer Re-
cords, ARS Produktion, Hänssler Classics and Dabringhaus & Grimm – 
with recordings of highly demanding vocal, orchestral and instrumental 
works, document his sophistication as an artist and show him to be a 
man of many skills. He has an impressively broad and varied repertoire 
at his command. Worldwide sales of over eight million CDs testify to the 
demand for his highly regarded interpretations.

He regularly receives invitations to perform at established concert series, 
such as the Rheingau Music Festival, the SWR Festival and the MDR Music 
Summer – a refl ection of the undivided praise accorded to his high arti-
stic standards by the press. Extensive concert and production activities 
as a guest conductor have brought him together with many prestigious 
orchestras both inside and outside Germany.

Alongside the intensive work with his own ensembles, the Chamber Choir 
of Europe and the European Chamber Soloists, Nicol Matt always fi nds 
time to work together with soloists from leading radio orchestras, such as 
the SWR, NDR or the BR, as well as being involved in interesting crossover 
projects, for example, with the actors Mathieu Carrière, Daniela Ziegler, 
Dieter Laser and Christine Kaufmann.

His active cooperation with contemporary composers from Germany, 
England and the USA – including Morten Lauridsen, Bob Chilcott, John 
Rutter, Hans Schanderl, Frank Zabel – shows just how open he is to eve-
rything new as well as his desire to round off his artistic profi le.

www.nicolmatt.com 

ROSEMARY NALDEN
Rosemary Nalden, founder of Buskaid and Director of the Buskaid Music 
School in Soweto, was born in England and educated in New Zealand, 
where she graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Languages, before study-
ing viola and singing at the Royal College of Music in London.  

Rosemary has freelanced in London for over 30 years as a leading mem-
ber of most of the ‘early instrument’ ensembles and orchestras. She has 
played and recorded extensively under such conductors as Sir John Eliot 
Gardiner, Sir Roger Norrington, Sir Simon Rattle, Christopher Hogwood, 
Franz Brüggen and Gustav Leonhardt.

Teaching has played an important role in Rosemary’s professional life and 
she employs a highly specialised teaching approach, pioneered by the 
late Paul Rolland and developed by her close friend Sheila Nelson, the 
distinguished British string pedagogue. Her combined interest in per-
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formance practice and teaching has placed her in a unique position to 
develop the innate musicianship and stylistic fl air of her young African 
students.

As Buskaid’s chief fundraiser, Rosemary has been responsible for genera-
ting several million rands for the Buskaid Trust over the last fi fteen years.

In 2002 she was awarded an MBE in the Golden Jubilee Queen’s Birth-
day Honours List, in recognition of her work with Buskaid. In 2003 she 
received a Distinguished Alumni Award from her former university, The 
University of Auckland, New Zealand.

SIR ROGER NORRINGTON
Sir Roger Norrington came from a musical family in Oxford, England, and 
played the violin and sang from a young age. He studied History at West-
minster School, and English Literature at Cambridge University where he 
was a choral scholar. Several years‘ wide experience of top class amateur 
music making, while working as a publisher of scholarly books, ended 
with a return to musical studies at the Royal College of Music in London 
and the start of his professional career as a singer and conductor.

During the 1980s and 1990s Norrington was much in demand as a guest 
conductor (as he still is today). He worked in Britain at Covent Garden and 
the English National Opera, with the BBC Symphony and the Philharmo-
nia orchestras, and was Chief Conductor of the Bournemouth Sinfonietta. 
Abroad he appears with the Berlin Philharmonic, the Vienna Philharmo-
nic, with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, the Orchestre de Paris, and 
in America with the New York, Washington, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, 
Philadelphia, San Francisco and Los Angeles orchestras.

From 1998 Norrington has been Principal Conductor of the Stuttgart Ra-
dio Symphony Orchestra (SWR), and - up to the summer of 2006 - of the 
Camerata Salzburg. From the season 2011/12 he is the Principal Conduc-
tor of the Zurich Chamber Orchestra. In 2012, he was awarded the Order 
of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany, the only federal decoration 
of Germany, for his collaboration with the RSO Stuttgart.
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ENSEMBLES

BUSKAID SOWETO STRING ENSEMBLE

CHAMBER SINGERS
The Chamber Singers were established in August 2012 as a Non Profi t 
Company (NPC) and consist of 36 members. The aim of the choir is simply 
to perform beautiful music, both for the singer and the listener. It is the 
hope that this group of musicians will become the most versatile choral 
instrument that South Africa has ever seen, performing an array of musical 
genres, from large-scale works to programmatic performances, and even 
projects such as Skouspel or M-Net Idols. The choir strives to gain the 
attention of the international scene as not only a unique South African en-
semble, but an ensemble with the aim of collaborating with other experts 
in the fi eld of choral music. The Chamber Singers have been invited to 
perform works by Morten Lauridsen in January 2013, conducted by Nicol 
Matt, and in May 2013 the choir will perform the new version of Brahms' 
Ein Deutsches Requiem by Joachim Linckelmann. The choir has been re-
ceived to critical acclaim since its inception in August. 

The Buskaid Soweto String Ensemble was established by Rosemary Nal-
den in January 1997 when she fi rst came to work in South Africa in res-
ponse to requests from the local Diepkloof community. Initially the BSSE 
consisted of some members of the original Diepkloof Project and a few 
new beginners. Since then it has more than quadrupled in size and cur-
rently comprises approximately 100 students ranging in age from four to 
thirty, all of whom are drawn from the less privileged local community. 

In the fi fteen years of its existence, the Buskaid Music School has produ-
ced a string ensemble with a formidable reputation for high standards of 
performance and a sophisticated grasp of musical style. As a result, the 
Ensemble has toured internationally twenty times, performing with huge 
success in the UK, France, the USA, Ireland, Holland, Germany, New Zea-
land, Botswana, Syria and Colombia and as guest artists at the City of 
London, Cheltenham and New Haven international festivals, at the Cité 
de la Musique, Paris, and at the 2007 BBC Promenade Concerts. Two ye-
ars later the Ensemble was voted one of the world’s ten most inspirational 
orchestras by the UK’s Gramophone magazine.

The Ensemble has played fi ve times under the baton of Sir John Eliot 
Gardiner, and in collaboration with such distinguished artists as Bernarda 
Fink and Steven Isserlis. It has performed several times in the presence of 
Nelson Mandela, for Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, HRH Prince Charles 
and other members of the British Royal family, as well as for many distin-
guished foreign dignitaries, including the First Lady of the United States 
of America, Mrs Michelle Obama.

To date the young musicians have, through such events, generated well 
over R2 million for the Buskaid Trust.

www.buskaid.org.za
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CHANTICLEER SINGERS
The Chanticleer Singers were formed in 1980 by Richard Cock and are 
regarded as South Africa’s leading chamber choir. Over the years their 
reputation and renown have grown as they have become known through 
radio and television broadcasts as well as public performances.

Though based in Johannesburg, the choir has appeared at other venues 
throughout South Africa, including the Grahamstown National Festival of 
the Arts, the Cape Town International Organ Festival, the Knysna Neder-
berg Arts Festival, the Sowetan’s “Nation Building” Massed Choir Fes-
tival, Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Bloemfontein, Kimberley, Pietersburg, 
Upington and many smaller towns, as well as in Botswana, Swaziland, the 
United Kingdom, Namibia, the USA and Israel. Their tour of the UK was 
the subject of an hour-long TV-documentary, “Lands End and Beyond”.

Their repertoire is wide and extremely varied and includes both serious 
and light music ranging from Renaissance to contemporary.   Although 
generally concentrating on “a capella” music, the choir has also appeared 
with the National Symphony Orchestra, the Transvaal Chamber Orches-
tra, the CAPAB Orchestra and the Johannesburg Festival Orchestra. A 
number of South African composers have written works specifi cally for 
them and for their 10th anniversary they commissioned works from lea-
ding South African composers. In 1989 they gave the fi rst ever live TV 
music broadcast in South Africa: Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610, perfor-
med on Good Friday. Before and since then, they have been involved in 
many other TV productions and more recently in a programme for Radio 
Netherland and with the French Choir Musicatreize when they performed 
a 40-part motet by Thomas Tallis.

Since then they have had a number of very successful concerts, including 
Durufl é’s Requiem, Rossini’s Petite Messe Solennelle as part of the Rossini 
Festival as well as Messiah to a packed house at the Linder Auditorium, 
all of which were recorded for broadcast on SAfm. Recently they have 
worked with leading SA saxophonist Shannon Mowday.

For nearly 30 years the Chanticleer Singers have delighted audiences 
throughout Southern Africa and further afi eld with their varied and un-
usual programmes.

The Chanticleer Singers pride themselves on the quality of their work and 
on their commitment to the music scene in South Africa.
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DUO FOURIVTWO
Duo FourIVTwo features Magda de Vries on concert grand marimba and 
Frank Mallows on vibraphone. Each being master of his instrument, Frank 
and Magda formed Duo FourIVTwo in 2003. 

Frank holds a MMus degree from UCT and studied with Ed Saindon at 
Berklee College of Music (USA). He plays on a Musser gold bar vibra-
phone. Magda obtained a Postgraduate Diploma with cum laude from 
the Tokyo College of Music (Japan) where she studied under Professor 
Atsushi Sugahara. She won most of the national music competitions in 
South Africa, and also was winner of the Performing Australian Internatio-
nal Competition in London (UK). Magda plays on a custom-made concert 
grand Marimba One marimba.

The duo has performed with great success at the Grahamstown National 
Arts Festival; the Cape Town Concert Series in the Baxter Concert Hall; 
the Aardklop Festival (Potchefstroom); Northwards House (Johannes-
burg); Baroque in the Bush in the Kruger National Park; the Franschoek 
Festival; ZK Matthews Auditorium at UNISA as well as the Enoch Sonton-
ga Conference Hall at UNISA. 

They are featured on the CD Myths, Magic and Marimbas which celebra-
ted Peter Klatzow’s 60th birthday.

In 2012 they commissioned and premiered 5 South African composi-
tions. Duo FourIVTwo is very passionate about performing South African 
compositions and in 2013 they will perform the world premiere of Peter 
Klatzow’s double concerto for marimba and vibraphone, composed for 
them.

Expect informative performances of visual spectacle and rich, rhythmic 
sonorous sensations.   

www.duofour4two.co.za 

JOHANNESBURG FESTIVAL ORCHESTRA
The Johannesburg Festival Orchestra made its debut in concert with Juli-
an Lloyd-Webber at the Johannesburg Civic Theatre in 1998. The musici-
ans were all key members of the National Symphony Orchestra, the State 
Theatre Orchestra and the National Chamber Orchestra, all of which had 
been recently disbanded. This orchestra is unique in the South African 
context because of its versatility. In any given week, the musicians can be 
called upon to play school concerts in Soweto, while at the same time re-
hearsing for big outdoor pops concerts and preparing for overseas artists 
such as Joshua Bell and Lynn Harrell.  

The management and the musicians are totally committed to bringing 
music to as wide an audience as possible.  They believe sincerely that the 
youth in South Africa will be the audiences and performers of the future, 
and are doing as much as they can to educate and touch the lives of as 
many South Africans as possible through live performances, television 
and radio. Some prominent overseas artists accompanied by the JFO to 
date include Julian Lloyd-Webber, the late Luciano Pavarotti, Lord Yehudi 
Menuhin, Joshua Bell, Lynn Harrell and Pinchas Zukerman.
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Local TV broadcasts include Starlight Classics (winner of a Raptor Award 
in 2002 and a SAFTA award 2007), Woza Xmas, Sewende Laan Ball, and 
the Nation Building Massed Choir Festival. Annual concerts include the 
702 Zoo concert (16th year), Last Night of the Proms (12th year) and out-
reach concerts in Eldorado Park (9th year). They are also the Orchestra-in-
Residence at the Johannesburg Civic Theatre and have performed shows 
such as Rock Legends, Rat Pack and The Merry Widow and Thoroughly 
Modern Millie. They have made the trip to Gaborone, in Botswana, to 
play at the Maitisong Festival for 12 years.

They have recorded two Starlight Classics CDs and the recent Bala Brot-
hers CD.

In recent years, the JFO accompanied the South African Ballet Theatre 
in Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, La Traviata, Giselle and Romeo and Ju-
liet, and most recently played for the William Kentridge production of 
Mozart’s Magic Flute to excellent reviews. The JFO was proud to be the 
Orchestra-in-Residence for the 2005 to 2007 National Arts Festival in Gra-
hamstown. 

The Johannesburg Festival Orchestra is an active partner in the Johan-
nesburg International Mozart Festival.

www.jfo.co.za 

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL YOUTH 
ORCHESTRA

The South African National Youth Orchestra was founded in 1964 under 
the trees in Hartbeespoortdam with 65 young musicians conducted by 
Leo Quayle. The aim was to have a place for South Africa’s young musici-
ans to meet and to promote orchestral music.

In 1974 the orchestra went on its fi rst international tour to the Internatio-
nal Youth Orchestra Festival in Aberdeen. It was followed by more inter-
national tours to Europe (for example, to the Beethovenfest in Bonn) and 
to Israel and Russia. 

The orchestra has been broadcast regularly on national television, and by 
channels like the BBC, most recently from a concert in 2011 of Benjamin 
Britten’s The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra where the narration 
was done by none other than Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

Apart from the clear advantages of cultural exchange offered by an or-
chestra, the National Youth Orchestra is a place free from the geographi-
cal and fi nancial barriers that continue to separate different South Afri-
cans and is something to be cherished for South Africa’s future. 

www.sanyo.org.za
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TSHWANE DANCE THEATRE
The Tshwane Dance Theatre (TDT) was formed in 2002 to provide a pro-
fessional home for young dancers graduating from the various dance 
academies. Its artistic director was Mandla Mcunu, who, together with 
Vicki Karras, the Head of the Dance Department of Tshwane University 
of Technology, discussed the possibility of forming a professional dance 
company that would create jobs for graduates. From this idea, Tshwane 
Dance Theatre was conceived. The company has presented new works 
by major South African choreographers, such as Timothy le Roux, PJ 
Sabbagha, Esther Nasser, Gregory Vuyani Mqoma, Sifi so Kweyama and 
Thabo Rapoo. The company has also appeared at important arts festivals, 
such as Aardklop, FNB Dance Umbrella, the KKNK with seasons presen-
ted at the Dance Factory, University of Johannesburg Arts Centre, Brook-
lyn Theatre, Promusica Theatre and the South African State Theatre. In 
2010, TDT also performed Redha’s Giselle in Gaborone, Botswana. TDT 
is also slowly building up an international repertoire, having performed 
acclaimed works by choreographers Redha Beintefour and Robert North.

www.tdt.org.za

ZURICH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Founded immediately after the Second World War by Edmond de Stoutz, 
the Zurich Chamber Orchestra is now one of the leading ensembles of its 
kind. Under the baton of Edmond de Stoutz and later of Howard Griffi th 
and Muhai Tang the ensemble established and consolidated its status as 
a chamber orchestra of international importance. 

Sir Roger Norrington has been the orchestra’s Principal Conductor since 
the season 2011/12. An internationally acclaimed conductor, Sir Roger 
Norrington is a leading fi gure of historically informed performance practi-
ce and continues to explore this approach in his concerts and recordings. 

Regular invitations to international festivals, such as Rheingau Musikfesti-
val, Festspiele Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Settimane Musicali di Ascona 
and performances in the major musical centres of Europe (Berlin Philhar-
monie, Hamburg Laeiszhalle, Frankfurt am Main Alte Oper, Brucknerhaus 
Linz), extended concert tours through various European countries (Ger-
many, Austria, Spain, UK, Netherlands, France and Italy), as well as the 
United States and China bear witness to the Zurich Chamber Orchestra’s 
worldwide reputation. Numerous critically acclaimed CDs document the 
ensemble’s artistic work. 

Besides cultivating a broad repertoire ranging from baroque to classi-
cal and from romantic to contemporary music, the Zurich Chamber Or-
chestra not only frequently attracts attention by rediscovering forgotten 
composers, but also by collaborating with musicians from other genres 
such as jazz, folk music and popular entertainment. The encouragement 
of young instrumentalists and prospective lovers of classical music (such 
as concerts for children of all ages) is important to the Zurich Chamber Or-
chestra, as is the continuous collaboration with internationally renowned 
artists, for example, Giuliano Carmignola, Christian Tetzlaff, Hilary Hahn, 
Viktoria Mullova, Renaud Capuçon and Steven Isserlis.
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TICKETS VENUES

LINDER AUDITORIUM (except for 27 January 2013)
Category 1 = R190 
Category 2 = R160 
Category 3 = R110

27 January 2013 ONLY
Category 1 = R250 
Category 2 = R220 
Category 3 = R200

Book at COMPUTICKET
T: +27 (0)11 340 8000 
www.computicket.com

NORTHWARDS HOUSE, VILLA ARCADIA, 
ST. COLUMBA‘S CHURCH & WITS ART MUSEUM 
All concerts = R130

Book at JIMF OFFICE
T: +27 (0)11 447 9264

"THE FRINGE", JOHANNESBURG THEATRE
All concerts = R130

Book at THE JOHANNESBURG THEATRE
T: +27 (0)861 670 670

THE BIOSCOPE
R100

Book directly at The Bioscope 
T: +27 (0)10 007 0119

CHOIR ROOM, UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG
Observers = R20
Participants = R100

Booking via Rennette Bouwer
T: +27 (0)83 442 5505

CONCESSIONS:
10% reduction for seniors (65+) & students applies 
to pre-concert bookings for all concerts 
Bona fi de students: Unsold tickets on the night of 
concerts at all venues = R30.
BRING YOUR STUDENT CARD

The Bioscope
The Bioscope (Arts on Main), Ground Floor, 
Main Street Life, 286 Fox Street, Johannesburg 2094 
T: +27 (0)10 007 0119

Choir Room, University of Johannesburg
UJ Arts Centre, Kingsway Campus, Auckland Park,
Johannesburg 
T: +27 (0)11 559 2911

King Kong
King Kong Building, Dach, 6 Verwey Street, Troyeville 
T: +27 (0)11 614 8526

Linder Auditorium
University of the Witwatersrand, Wits Education 
Campus, 27 St. Andrews Road, Parktown, 
Johannesburg 2193 
T: +27 (0)11 717 3223

Northwards House
21 Rockridge Road, Parktown, Johannesburg 2193 
T: +27 (0)11 726 1870

Scott Gym
University of the Witwatersrand, Wits Education 
Campus, 27 St. Andrews Road, Parktown, 
Johannesburg 2193 
T: +27 (0)11 717 3223

St. Columba‘s Church
45 Lurgan Road, Parkview, Johannesburg 2193 
T: +27 (0)11 646 5420

"The Fringe", Johannesburg Theatre
163 Civic Boulevard, Braamfontein 
T: +27 (0)861 670 670

Villa Arcadia
22 Oxford Road, Parktown, Johannesburg 
T: +27 (0)11 482 3349

Wits Art Museum
Cnr Jorissen Street & Bertha Avenue (extension of 
Jan Smuts Ave), Braamfontein (Basement parking in
Jorissen Street) 
T: +27 (0)11 717 1365
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The Johannesburg International Mo-
zart Festival is delighted to yet again 
join forces with the Schleswig-Holstein 
Musik Festival (SHMF) in Germany for a 
programme which provides support for 
young South African vocal talents. This 
collaboration started exactly three years 
ago when Rolf Beck, internationally re-
nowned choir director and Intendant of 
the Schleswig-Holstein Musik Festival, 
and his colleagues fl ew to South Africa to 
audition young singers for the prestigious 
SHMF Choir Academy. Seven promising talents were chosen and invited to spend the 
summer of 2010 at the Festival in Germany, joining about 60 other young colleagues 
from 21 different nations.

The scheme has since been continued as both festivals are committed to their support 
for young South African singers and are glad to announce the auditions for the 2013 
Schleswig-Holstein Festival Choir. These will be held at the University of the Witwaters-
rand (Derrick Lewis Room, Education Campus) on Friday, 15 February 2013 .

www.shmf.de 

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN FESTIVAL CHOIR
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Johannesburg International Mozart Festival
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The Johannesburg International Mozart Festival is presented by the 
Apollo Music Trust and Richard Cock Musical Enterprises.

The Festival team
Florian Uhlig, Artistic Director
Christina Bartsch, PA to the Artistic Director
Richard Cock, Executive Director
Caroline Kennard, Festival Administrator
Paul Rodgers, Manager, Johannesburg Festival Orchestra
Phatudi Mokhuse, Librarian, Johannesburg Festival Orchestra
Sam McGrath, Artistic Production
Joanne Jacques, Artistic Production
Paul Phetla, Transport Co-ordinator
Thulani Mvelase, Transport Co-ordinator
Maddie Farrant, Festival Bookkeeper
John Parnall, Festival Accountant
Sigi Meid, Festival Accountant

Festival PR Consultant
The Famous Idea Trading Company
Gilly Hemphill
 
Tel.: +27 (0)21 880 0889
Mobile: +27 (0)82 820 8584
Email: gilly@thefamousidea.co.za / info@thefamousidea.co.za

Join the Johannesburg International Mozart Festival on 
and watch out for updates, news and special offers.
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For musical appreciation of a different nature

www.morehotels.co.za / MORE Reservations: +2711 880 9992, res@morehotels.co.za

Madikwe Safari Lodge, Madikwe Game Reserve, North West, South Africa


